A14 ISSUE SPECIFIC HEARINGS 15-17 SEP 2015
BCG SUMMARY - KEY POINTS & SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE
Issue Specific Hearing - Tuesday 15 Sep: Air Pollution
Background
1. Since 2007 Brampton A14 Campaign Group (BCG) have alerted the Highways
Agency (now Highways England (HE)), to the harmful effects of air pollution
inherent in the HA A14 scheme. We submitted an alternative scheme based on
sound environmental principles to the Public Inquiry in January 2010. The
Planning Inspector instructed HA/HE to draw up our scheme and submit it for
public consultation (Annex A). For their own reasons, HA/HE did not do so.
2. The HA 2010 scheme was cancelled in October 2010, largely on cost
grounds, but has now been resurrected as a ‘new’ scheme. In fact, the latest HE
version of the A14 scheme is virtually identical to the 2010 scheme except that
the ten-lane elevated Brampton Interchange (see Annex B) is now 100 metres
closer to the West end of the village. Family homes would be within 200 metres
of the Interchange and the village school not much further away. The widelyrespected Gauderman report published in the Lancet in 2007, tells us that
children living up to 500 metres from similar roads in the US suffered
impairment to lung development (caused by road traffic air pollution) which
could also affect them in later life. Professor Gauderman also confirmed that
Brampton would fall well within the criteria for the study based on size of
highway, volume of traffic and proximity of housing.
3. Air Pollution is a key issue for Brampton. During the lengthy construction
phase (2016-2020), there would be large borrowpits (quarries) on each side of
the Interchange to extract some 2 million tonnes of sand and gravel for the A14
scheme; thousands of truck movements to/from construction points on both
sites; plus a cement works on one of the sites. The borrow pit at Park Farm East
would be extremely close to the former RAF Brampton, where some 250 service
families live and a further 470 family homes and a care home for the elderly are
planned with construction due to start in 2016/17. All would be vulnerable to the
noise, vibration, dust and fumes from the quarry sites. From 2020 onwards,
when the HE A14 scheme is due to be operational, the pollution would be caused
by heavy traffic (similar to the busiest parts of the M25) on the 10-lane
Brampton Interchange. A major proportion of this would be diesel-fuelled HGVs.
New evidence
4. Air Pollution is now also a key issue for the Government. The draft UK Air
Quality Plan has just been published by DEFRA in response to the Supreme
Court ruling against the Government earlier this year. The draft evidence
document (Annex C) is particularly interesting as it addresses the possibility of
road improvements and infrastructure changes helping to reduce air pollution in
order to achieve compliance with the new UK Air Quality Plan. Para 4 states:
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“....the most effective and efficient approach will depend on the local situation
and therefore local authorities are best placed to design and implement the
solutions in their areas.......... Actions such as individual road improvements,
other infrastructure changes and improvements to vehicle emissions
performance, e.g. retrofitting, could in combination also bring forward
compliance. “
5. The HE A14 scheme would significantly increase road traffic air pollution and
is in direct conflict with the new UK Air Quality Plan. Additionally, the current VW
admissions of widespread cheating on vehicle emissions testing throws into
disarray Government plans for reducing diesel emissions. The BCG multi-modal
alternative scheme is based on compliance with environmental policy and
legislation and includes a key rail element - improvements to the FelixstoweNuneaton (F2N) freight route (TEN-T 26). Rail is a safer, cleaner, low carbon
transport option particularly suited to long-distance freight. HE told us at the IS
hearings that interviews revealed that 60% of drivers on the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon were passing through on longer journeys. HE have
promised the Panel to provide a break-down of these statistics to differentiate
between freight and passenger traffic.
6. The recent report from the Metropolitan Transport Research Unit (MTRU)
‘ Potential reductions in congestion on the strategic road network from
alternatives to HGV use’ (Annex D) examines the issues and concludes that:
“The transfer of freight from road to rail and water would have a significant
impact in terms of reduced environmental and congestion costs. HGV traffic
overall could fall by 21%, all vehicle traffic by 5-6% and, in the most congested
places, congestion could fall by 15-25%.”
The Rail Freight Group (RFG), an industrial consortium, have published a 5-point
plan for rail freight (Annex E). RFG tell us that route works planned for the
Felixstowe-Nuneaton (F2N) freight route in Control Period 5 (2015-2019) could
remove 40 million lorry miles per annum from the A14 corridor.
7. CP5 plans are currently under review by DfT and ways are being sought to
reduce costs to enable the planned F2N route works to go ahead. These include:
Branch line upgrade; Works at Haughley Junction; Ely – Soham; Ely North;
Peterborough; Helpston re-signalling and Leicester re-modelling. The Nuneaton
North Chord and Ipswich Chord are already complete. The F2N works would help
to reduce carbon emissions, A14 congestion, road traffic air pollution, and HGV
traffic accidents, along the whole A14 not just from Cambridge to Huntingdon.
8. Air Pollution issues are also being addressed by Health England. Please see
the DEFRA air pollution briefing for Public Health Directors - Feb 2015 (Annex F).
This is part of a new air pollution toolkit commissioned by DEFRA in 2013/14.
The toolkit includes a Public Health action plan, which is focused on the urgent
need to raise awareness of the health impacts of air pollution within Government
/Parliament, Arms Length Bodies, all tiers of local government and the public.
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Brampton residents have been seeking to raise awareness of the air pollution
issues associated with the HE A14 scheme within Government/ Parliament,
HA/HE, local authorities and the local public since 2007. Locally we have done
this via local media (Press and TV). At Parliamentary level we have contacted
Select Committees, mainly Transport, Environmental Audit and Health, and
contributed to Inquiries/ Consultations on environment and health issues. Our
contribution to the Environmental Audit Committee’s current sustainable
development Inquiry has been accepted by the Committee and is at Annex G.
9. Please also see the WHO Review of Evidence on Health Aspects of Air Pollution
(REVIHAAP) at Annex H. There is now a large global body of evidence of harm
to public health and the review concludes alarmingly that:
The final report shows new and more extensive evidence of harm to
health. In particular:
o for particulate matter (PM) it shows more evidence on both short and longterm effects and greater damage at lower levels;
o studies on nitrogen dioxide (NO2) also produced new evidence of long-term
effects, including harm to health at levels below existing EU limit values;
o for ozone, evidence on short and long-term effects suggest effects on
cognitive development in children, reproductive health and pre-term
births.
10. The air pollution message from DEFRA and Health England is urgent and
unequivocal and the global consensus of the evidence justifies their concern. It
should be noted that, in cases of conflicting evidence, the Precautionary Principle
inherent in sustainable development requires that the burden of proof that harm
to the public will not ensue, lies with the scheme promoter (presumably HE).
Conclusions
11. The need to address the air pollution issues associated with the HE A14
scheme is now a matter of urgency. Our proposals are shown below:


Where public health is concerned, BCG consider that prevention of harm is
far better than promises of cure (mitigation) by HE. Our multi-modal A14
scheme is a much less polluting (and much less costly) alternative and
should now be assessed as a viable replacement scheme - funding
streams and outline cost savings for road elements are at Annex I.
Treasury Green Book rules on value for money and advice on valuing
environment and health impacts for BCR/NPV are outlined at Annex J.



Greater Government investment in the strategic rail freight network would
comply with DfT modal shift policy aimed at shifting freight traffic from
road to rail - a safer, cleaner low-carbon option. This would help to reduce
road traffic air pollution in compliance with the new UK Air Quality Plan.

12. The way forward for the non-compliant HE A14 scheme is now a critical
environment and health issue and would presumably have to be agreed by
DEFRA and DOH ahead of, or in conjunction with, any decision by SofS/DfT as to
whether or not to approve the A14 DCO application.
EC/BCG 28 Sep 2015

A14 PUBLIC INQUIRY 2010 – PRELIMINARY INQUIRY MEETING NOTES
(EXTRACTS)
25.Alternative routes had been put forward by various interested parties.
Notification of these had been due by 17 May. The Inspector
confirmed that he would consider these alternative routes, but that in
the interests of fairness and clarity it was necessary for all people likely
to be affected by the alternative routes to be aware of them and have
had the opportunity to comment on them. It was agreed that the
alternative routes which had been put forward by the deadline date
would be drawn up by the HA, signed off by the person or persons who
had promoted them, and advertised so as to enable representations on
them to be made.
26.The HA stated that some of the alternative routes could be outside the
scope of the inquiry, and that they would need to take a view on these.
The promoters of the alternative routes may of course take a different
view to the HA which they would need to put forward at the inquiry.
27.The deadline of 17 May for the submission of alternatives was
questioned, as some correspondence from objectors dating from
November 2009 had only been replied to by the HA on 12 May. The
Inspector confirmed that the Highways Act indicates that the Secretary
of State may disregard any alternative routes put forward after 17
May. He also confirmed that any alternative routes not put forward by
this date might be considered by him during the inquiry if he
considered them to have substance, but against the background of not
having been advertised, and of not therefore having been considered
by parties who might be affected by them.

APPENDIX C

9. In all the circumstances, I conclude that I should not be justified in
seeking the agreement of the Secretary of State to the variation of
the commencement date for the inquiry. Unless the Secretary of
State decides to suspend the arrangements for the inquiry following
the application made by the Offords A14 Action Group, the inquiry
will open as planned on Tuesday 20 July 2010.
28 May 2010
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A14 SCHEME - LAST CHANCE TO OBJECT
First the bad news. Draft orders for the A14 scheme were issued on 30 Sep 09.
The hatched areas in the scheme drawing below denote areas for minerals extraction
during the construction phase. Those of you who object to the scheme should write
now to ensure that a Public Inquiry takes place. The deadline for letters of objection
is 6 January 2010. Further information is on pages 2-5.

HIGHWAYS AGENCY’S A14 SCHEME — BRAMPTON A1/’NEW A14’ INTERCHANGE

Now for the good news! To help EU nations during the economic downturn, the
European Commission recently brought forward funding for European freight route
projects—which include the Highways Agency’s A14 road scheme. The good news is
that two key elements of Brampton Campaign Group’s alternative proposal (1) upgrading the Felixstowe-Nuneaton rail freight route and (2) installing traffic
management systems on the existing A14 - were awarded 20million euros of EU
funding. It’s not much compared to the vast sums the Highways Agency is seeking
for the road scheme (£1.3 billion) but it is much better value for money, for A14
communities and for the future of the planet. The Highways Agency’s A14 road
scheme got nothing.
EC
Brampton Matters

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE A14 SCHEME?
Well, what do you think about the potential impact of the Highways Agency’s A14 scheme on Brampton
and on the health and quality of life of our community? For example:



Brampton was declared an Air Quality Management Area in September 2006 due to excessive
nitrogen dioxide emissions from traffic on the existing A14 (4 lanes) to the north of the village;



The A14 scheme shows 10 lanes of traffic (A1+A14) close to homes at the west end of the village;



A1/A14 interchange (10 lanes of traffic - 114,600 vehicles daily) is at the south-west of village
(Brampton would be virtually a traffic island);



Demolition of Huntingdon viaduct* and construction of a complex series of link roads will result in
increased traffic on Huntingdon Road & Thrapston Road at the east end of Brampton; de-trunking of
the existing A14 is designed to channel the bulk of long-distance heavy freight traffic onto the ’new
A14’ past Brampton (currently around 30% of traffic HGVs - more than double the national average);



HGVs are much more polluting than cars; health risks: particulates; air and noise pollution; risk to
lung development of children (Gauderman report); risk to cardiac patients from traffic noise. Also,
loss of rural tranquillity, diminished quality of life; loss of productive arable farmland; potential flood
risk from new road embankments and roadside bunds (for noise mitigation); Brampton is already a
flood risk area (see Environment Agency website).



Costs for this 22-mile scheme have now escalated still further to £1.3 billion. The Highways Agency
thinks this is good value for money—do you?



Climate Change & Copenhagen – Campaign for Better Transport statistics show that this scheme is
the costliest non-motorway project in the country and the biggest carbon emitter. Our children and
grand-children will inherit the decisions we make today. Remember the principle of sustainable
development defined in the Brundtland report (1987) as:
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

*NB: The Highways Agency claim that the viaduct is no longer fit for purpose but we have learned that
structural engineers have recently advised Buckden Parish Council that it is feasible to repair the viaduct
to a high standard in situ to minimise disruption to east coast mainline rail traffic. Retention of the existing
A14 as a trunk road would be beneficial for Brampton. There would be no need to widen the A1, build link
roads in Huntingdon or widen the Huntingdon-Brampton road.
Those of you who wish to object to the scheme should write as soon as possible to
Anna Smyth at the Highways Agency.
You could also send a copy of your letter to The Secretary of State for Transport, Lord
Adonis,
House
of
Lords,
Westminster
SW1
1AA
or
email
him
at
andrew.adonis@dft.gsi.gov.uk - the deadline for receipt of objections is 6 January
2010.
Even if you sent an objection letter after our Public Inquiry seminar in May, you can do so
again as this is the first time we have seen the finalised scheme. Brampton Parish Council
and Brampton A14 Campaign Group will submit formal objections to the scheme and
continue to work together to seek the best deal for Brampton should the scheme go ahead.
This includes optimum mitigation measures for air and noise pollution and the possibility of
a crossing over the A1/A14 for pedestrians, cyclists and horse-riders.
The Campaign Group will also submit its alternative proposal, which now has EU support.
Eileen Collier (Cllr)
Founder Brampton A14 Campaign Group
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1. Introduction
1. This document assesses the impact of the national plan to help solve the problem of
NO2 exceedances in the UK. It has not been possible to quantify the impacts of all the
local and national level measures on emissions and ambient concentrations within
the national Pollution Climate Mapping (PCM) model. The implementation of example
measures has therefore been assessed using a simplified approach based on a
streamlined version of the PCM model (the SL-PCM).
2. The SL-PCM is used to assess the level of local fleet change and/or journey
frequency that would be needed to deliver compliance in those zones that are
otherwise projected to still have exceedances in 2020. The most straightforward
approach to assess the possible impact of the plans was to model access controls
within those zones.
3. This modelling indicates that it is possible to deliver the level of change required to
reach compliance in all zones outside London by 2020. London has a particular set of
issues due to the scale of its population and the level of challenge presented by
current levels of NO2 concentrations. However air quality will improve sufficiently to
achieve compliance with the Directive in London before 2025 as a result of the
implementation of these plans.
4. In reality, the most effective and efficient approach will depend on the local situation
and therefore local authorities are best placed to design and implement the solutions
in their areas. This requires local authorities to undertake a detailed assessment of
their needs and select the combination of measures to deliver the local fleet and
journey change necessary to reach compliance, which may or may not include
access controls. Actions such as individual road improvements, other infrastructure
changes and improvements to vehicle emissions performance, e.g. retrofitting, could
in combination also bring forward compliance.
5. There are however practical limits on how quickly all measures could be introduced,
e.g. due to capacity constraints such as supply of vehicles or equipment. Given this,
there is not considered to be a combination of measures able to deliver compliance
earlier than modelled in all zones outside London.
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2. Background
6. A cleaner, healthier environment benefits people and the economy. Clean air is vital
for people’s health and the environment, essential for making sure our cities are
welcoming places for people to live and work now and in the future, and to our
prosperity. Our ambition is to make the UK a country with some of the very best air
quality in the world.
7. Over recent decades, air quality has improved significantly thanks to concerted action
at all levels. Emissions of NOx alone have fallen by 62% since 1970. Even in our
busiest cities we have seen falls in harmful emissions, for example a 15% reduction
in average roadside concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) since 2010, but there is
more we can do.
8. In 2013 the UK did not meet NO2 limit values as set out in the EU Ambient Air Quality
Directive (EU AQD). This legislation sets health-based limit values for the
concentration of air pollutants, including nitrogen dioxide (NO2). NO2 is associated
with a range of health impacts and causes damage to the natural environment. As a
result the European Commission commenced formal infraction proceedings in
February 2014.
9. Recently, evidence on the health impact of exposure to NO2 has strengthened
significantly. It is well established that exposure to high concentrations of NO2 causes
inflammation of the airways, decreased lung function and causes respiratory
symptoms. However more recently evidence has been released directly linking NO2
exposure to mortality. Applying this evidence to the exposure levels across the UK
suggests that exposure to NO2 is increasing mortality by the equivalent of 23,500
deaths per year, within the range of 9,500 to 38,000 deaths.
10. Controls on NO2 are primarily delivered through controls on emissions of oxides of
nitrogen (NOx). NOx is used to describe the range of compounds of oxygen and
nitrogen including NO2, nitrogen monoxide (NO), and nitrous oxide (N2O). This has a
direct impact on NO2 concentrations from primary emissions and second round
impact as other oxides of nitrogen reacts in the atmosphere to produce NO2.1
11. Road transport accounts for around 80% of roadside emissions of NOX. Therefore to
deliver health improvements it is necessary to control emissions from this source. As
set out in the accompanying ‘Draft UK Plans to Improve Air Quality in the UK’,
transport emissions can be controlled through combinations of many different
measures. These actions will deliver progress towards compliance with the legal
obligations for NO2 concentrations.

1

Emissions of different vehicle types are in main document: in ‘Average NOx source apportionment on UK road links outside London exceeding an
annual mean NO2 concentration of 40µg/m3 in 2013’ figure
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12. The UK national measures will be influenced by the consultation responses. A technical
report on the modelling and assessment methodology used in the preparation of the
final plan will also be prepared for publication by 31 December 2015 alongside the
plans.
13. This document will be reviewed and amended to summarise the final plan and take into
consideration the outcome of the consultation and of the current Spending Review.
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3. Clean air zones (CAZs)
14. A number of authorities are considering the use of access controls to tackle air
pollution and several have already implemented them. Access controls can play a
role both by directly reducing the number of polluting vehicles in an area and by
encouraging the uptake of alternatives.
15. However, different approaches in different cities can lead to conflicting signals to
consumers and businesses. Therefore a framework for the implementation of new
Clean Air Zones (CAZ) by local authorities in England is proposed. CAZs are zones
that can be defined in the priority towns and cities where a variety of complementary
action needs to be taken to achieve compliance. These are likely to include access
controls.
16. The CAZ framework will set a standard for vehicles to meet prior to entering any zone
to ensure a consistent approach by local authorities, however it will be up to the local
authority to decide what vehicle types are covered. Those not meeting the standard
will be subject to a charge or other restriction appropriate to the type of vehicle.
17. The location and design of CAZs modelled in this document has been targeted
towards those areas where further action is needed to achieve air quality limit values
for NO2.
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4. Design of the CAZs modelled
18. Eight zones have been identified which without further action are predicted to exceed
the legal maximum annual average NO2 concentration of 40 µg/m3 in 2020, based on
the methodology outlined in section 3. Two of these zones (Eastern and South
Wales) have been excluded from this modelling due to the specific location of the
exceedances. For South Wales, it is expected that a targeted bus improvement
scheme will bring this zone into compliance by 2020. The Eastern zone exceedences
fall within Greater London CAZ and the effects from this will bring the Eastern zone
into compliance in 2020. The locations of the remaining six zones and their baseline
maximum concentrations are provided in table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1: Prioritised locations for investigation of model Clean Air Zones
Zone/Agglomeration

Greater London Urban Area
West Midlands Urban Area
West Yorkshire Urban Area
East Midlands
Nottingham Urban Area
Southampton Urban Area

Max concentration µg/m

3

2013

2020

126
70
74
64
65
68

71
47
47
43
42
41

19. The difference in both the expected concentrations and the sources of the emissions
in these different zones mean that different action may be required. Local authorities
will decide whether all or a combination of the type of vehicles in these classes
should be subject to control. For consistency four classes of CAZ are defined
according to the types of vehicles included.
Type A – Buses, coaches and taxis only
Type B – Buses, coaches, taxis and heavy goods vehicles (HGVs)
Type C – Buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and light goods vehicles (LGVs)
Type D – Buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs, LGVs and cars
20. In applying these restrictions standards will be set based on emissions level for each
vehicle type. This is to ensure that only the cleanest vehicles are encouraged to enter
the area, and where the option of retrofitting exists this can be effectively utilised.
Box 4.1 provides further background on emission limits and the European vehicle
emission standards (Euro standards) they are linked to. CAZs are not envisaged as
absolute prohibitions, but it is expected that Local Authorities will set charges at levels
which will have a deterrent effect.
21. CAZ perimeters for inclusion in the modelling have been estimated to include the
majority of road links in the area in exceedance of the 40 ug/m3 limit, especially the
most persistent problems, following realistic boundaries where such existed and were
easily identifiable from mapping. Where such boundaries would be set in practice are
at the discretion of the local authority in question, and would need to be decided upon
through a full feasibility study.
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Box 4.1: Emissions limits and European vehicle emission standards
European vehicle emission standards set limits for exhaust emissions of vehicles sold in member
states. Limits are set for the following pollutants:
 Oxides of nitrogen (NOx),
 Particulate matter (PM)
 Total hydrocarbon (THC),
 Non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC),
 Carbon monoxide (CO)
Limits are specific to vehicle types (e.g. cars, HGVs, LGVs). Compliance is tested based on a
standardised test cycle and all new vehicles must comply with set standards in order to be sold
within the EU.
Euro standards year of first implementation
Vehicle Type

Euro 1/I

Euro 2/II

Euro 3/III

Car

1992

1996

Van

1994

1998

Bus and coach

1992

HGV

1992

12

2000

Euro
4/IV
2005

Euro
5/V
2009

Euro
6/VI
2014

2000

2005

2009

2014

1996

2000

2005

2008

2013

1996

2000

2005

2008

2013

1

Arabic numerals refer to cars and vans while roman numerals correspond to heavy duty vehicles.
The year from which new models have to comply with the standard; existing models generally have a
grace period before their sale must stop.
2

The table below shows the NOx emissions limits from Euro standards (from Euro 3 to Euro 6) for
LGVs and cars for both petrol and diesel. There are no petrol Heavy Duty Vehicles (buses and
HGVs). NO2 is not directly regulated; manufacturers must simply ensure overall NOx limits are
met. The proportion of NO to NO2 within this limit is not restricted.
Euro standards
Passenger car/ small LGV type
(g NOx /km*)
Petrol

Euro 3/III

Euro 4/IV

Euro 5/V

Euro 6/VI

0.15

0.08

0.06

0.06

Diesel

0.5

0.25

0.18

0.08

Large LGV type
(g NOx /km*)
Petrol

0.18

0.10

0.075

0.075

Diesel

0.65

0.33

0.235

0.105

Rigid

5.0

3.5

2.0

0.4

Articulated

5.0

3.5

2.0

0.4

Buses and coaches

5.0

3.5

2.0

0.4

Heavy Duty Vehicles (g NOx/kWh)

* Euro standards before Euro 3/III are not presented as by 2020 they are an insignificant proportion of
the fleet.
Source: NAEI
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22. The proposed emission rates that vehicles are assumed to meet within CAZs, and
corresponding Euro standard, for each vehicle type are set out in Table 4.2. This design
aligns the incentives for vehicle users to move towards cleaner vehicles at the lowest
cost irrespective of their fuel type and supports the option of retrofit.
Table 4.2: Required emission limits and Euro standard by vehicle type
Vehicle type
Cars (g NOx/km)

Emission rate
0.08

Light Goods Vehicles
(g NOx/km)
Heavy Duty Vehicles
(g NOx/ kWh)

0.105
0.40

Equivalent Euro standard
Euro 6 diesel
Euro 4 petrol
Euro 6 diesel
Euro 4 petrol
Euro VI

23. Combining the requirements in Table 4.2 with the 2020 compliance gaps set out in
Table 4.1 results in the following designs of Clean Air Zones in order for each area
excluding London listed to comply with EU NO2 limit values by 20202. This assumes
they are using this measure alone.
Table 4.3 Zones in which CAZs are modelled
Zone/Agglomeration

2

Type

Vehicles affected

Greater London Urban Area

Type D

Buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs, LGVs and cars

West Midlands Urban Area

Type C

Buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and LGVs

West Yorkshire Urban Area

Type C

Buses, coaches, taxis, HGVs and LGVs

East Midlands

Type A

Buses, coaches and taxis

Nottingham Urban Area

Type A

Buses, coaches and taxis

Southampton Urban Area

Type A

Buses, coaches and taxis

The Greater London Urban Area would not reach compliance until 2025.
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5. Methodology
24. The assessment has been made in line with agreed best practice as set out in the
HM Treasury Green Book Guidance.3 In particular it follows:
 Valuing impacts on air quality: Supplementary Green Book Guidance (2013)4
 Transport analysis guidance: WebTAG (2014)5
 Valuation of energy use and greenhouse gas emissions for appraisal (2014)6
25. The key development in this analysis is the recent evidence on the health impacts
from exposure to nitrogen dioxide (NO2). This assessment reflects an interim
recommendation from a working group of the Committee on the Medical Effects of Air
Pollutants (COMEAP)7. More information on this approach is provided in interim Defra
appraisal guidance8.
26. This document assesses the national impacts of measures, and as a result it has not
been possible to consider a number of localised impacts in our modelling. In reality,
CAZs may not be the most appropriate measure in all zones - the most effective and
efficient approach will depend on the local situation and therefore local authorities are
best placed to design and implement the solutions in their areas.
27. The remainder of this section provides an overview of this methodology. Figure 5.1
provides a flowchart of the methodology. More detail on each step is then provided.

3
4
5

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-green-book-appraisal-and-evaluation-in-central-governent
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/197893/pu1500-air-quality-greenbook-supp2013.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag

6

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/360316/20141001_2014_DECC_HMT_Supplementary_Appraisal_
Guidance.pdf
7

COMEAP is an independent expert advisory committee of the Department of Health which advises the government on the impact of air pollution
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/committee-on-the-medical-effects-of-air-pollutants-comeap
8

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/air-quality-economic-analysis
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Figure 5.1: Air quality appraisal methodology

Step 0: Establish baseline concentrations and areas of exceedance where CAZs are
required
28. The methodology employed for modelling the baseline concentrations across the UK
is consistent with the UK’s Ambient Air Quality Directive (AQD) annual compliance
assessment9. It is based on NOX emission projections from the National Atmospheric
Emissions Inventory (NAEI)10 mapped across the UK using geographical information
system (GIS) methods. The mapped emissions are then coupled with meteorology
and atmospheric chemistry within the Pollution Climate Mapping (PCM) model11 to
derive ambient NO2 concentrations. The baseline emissions and concentrations are
estimated for 2020.
29. The baseline projected concentrations of NO2 for future years are based on 2013 data
updated to reflect the latest emission factors.12 The modelled NO2 concentrations for
the base year are calibrated using NO2 measurements from Defra’s compliance
monitoring network, the Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN)13. As far as
possible, the impacts of measures implemented and planned since Defra last
submitted plans in 2011 are included in the baseline projections.

9

http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/news?view=184

10
11
12
13

http://naei.defra.gov.uk/
http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/research/air-quality-modelling?view=modelling
This 2013 data will differ from data submitted to the European Commission in September 2014, and Defra will resubmit the data in due course.
http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/networks/network-info?view=aurn
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Step 1: Estimate changes in ambient concentrations
30. For modelling purposes illustrative perimeters were drawn for each of the CAZs. In
practice, these will be established via local authority feasibility studies. The
Streamlined PCM (SL-PCM) model has been used to estimate changes in ambient
concentrations of NO2 inside each of these CAZs. More information on the SL-PCM is
provided in Box 5.1.
Box 5.1: The Streamlined PCM
The SL-PCM model is a tool developed for Defra by Ricardo Energy and Environment that
quantifies the effect of changes in road traffic on emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
and annual mean concentration of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) across the United Kingdom.
Changes in road traffic composition and flow are defined by the user, in terms of vehicle
type (passenger cars, all types of light goods vehicles (LGVs), urban buses, articulated
and rigid heavy goods vehicles, coaches, mopeds and motorcycles), fuel type (petrol or
diesel), and Euro Standard. The model takes into account the age and composition of the
fleet, the size of the vehicle, the emission standards the vehicles complied with when sold
new, abatement technologies used to reduce emissions, the type of fuel used and trip
characteristics. It can then calculate changes in emissions for 18,346 road links in 406
local authorities of the United Kingdom and NO2 annual mean concentrations for all of the
modelled links.
The Streamlined PCM models the projections for NOx emissions (tonnes of NOx) and NO2
concentrations in 2020 based on modelling the effect of changes in fleet composition and
vehicle flow. The baseline scenario in the SL-PCM was derived from a run of the full PCM
model.14
31. The introduction of controls on certain vehicles is likely to lead to changes in
behaviour of owners of these vehicles. These changes in the fleet composition and
use are fed into the Streamlined PCM. In this modelling, assumptions on behavioural
responses have been based on evidence from similar transport schemes. However in
practice the proportion of drivers making each of these choices will depend on the
design of the measure including level of charge, the penalty fees, enforcement
regime and location.
32. Users of vehicles which do not meet the specified standards will broadly have the
following options:
 Replace existing vehicle with a vehicle which meets the standards
 Redeploy existing fleet
 Pay charge for entering restricted zone
 Shift mode of transport
 Divert, delay or alter journey
 Avoid journeys
14

Details of the PCM can be found here: http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/1312231525_AQD_DD4_2012mapsrepv0.pdf
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33. The national modelling used in this assessment makes assumptions about the first
three of these reactions based on evidence from similar transport measures, however
there is a key uncertainty surrounding responses which is outlined in Table 6.7. It has
not been possible to reflect the other reactions without an integrated transport model
at a national level but is viable for a more localised assessment.
34. Where the existing fleet is redeployed emission reductions experienced within the
zones result in emissions increases outside the zone. This is driven by the
reallocation of less polluting vehicles within the zones and more polluting vehicles
being used outside the zones.
Step 2: Concentrations converted into relevant outcomes
35. To value the impacts of changes in air quality it is necessary to convert them into
outcomes which can be valued. This is done by:
 Converting ambient concentrations (estimated in step 1) to public exposure;
 Public exposure is used to calculate health outcomes based on the advice from
the Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants;
 Health outcomes are then valued.15
36. The impacts on health of both particulate matter (PM) and NOx can be valued. Given
the focus of this plan, only the impacts of changes in exposure to NOX have been
quantified and valued. This is to avoid any risk of double counting the benefits
associated with reductions in public exposure to NO2 and PM.
37. Evidence on the link between NO2 and health is rapidly developing. Therefore a
sensitivity assessment has been undertaken in section 6.

Step 3: Fleet adjustment costs incurred by existing vehicle owners
38. The majority of drivers entering the zones (over 90% according to the DfT National
Transport Model fleet composition projections) would not be directly impacted by the
introduction of CAZs. This is because either: they do not drive in an area where a
CAZ has been modelled; the restrictions in the CAZs they enter do not cover their
vehicle type; or their vehicle already meets the emission standard required. However,
those drivers operating restricted vehicles will have to change their behaviour, which
will impose a social cost.
39. The different responses to the introduction of a CAZ are outlined in Step 1. Of these
responses, we expect the most significant impact on welfare to be associated with
consumers that choose to upgrade their current vehicle. Only a limited number of
reactions could be modelled. This is not a major concern as the other reactions are
expected to have a smaller impact on consumers. This is reflected in the
uncertainties in Section 6.
15

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/air-quality-economic-analysis
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40. The fleet adjustment cost is estimated assuming the value a consumer derives from
owning or purchasing a vehicle is equal to the total value they derive from that vehicle
over the market price (known as consumer surplus). For example, if an individual
were to value their current car at £5,000 and the market value was £4,500, the
consumer surplus for the individual owning that vehicle would be £500.
41. In addition there are transaction costs associated with the inconvenience of searching
for and procuring a new vehicle and risk around quality when buying a second hand
vehicle. It is assumed the implementation of any restriction on vehicle usage will be
announced with sufficient time for users to adjust within their usual replacement
process. Therefore, these are not quantified in the analysis.
42. The estimate of consumer surplus is quantified based on three assumptions:
 Owners of restricted vehicles must value them above the market price (when
also considering transaction costs) otherwise they would sell them or not
purchase them, even without a CAZ.
 The maximum value placed on a vehicle is the value of a similar vehicle one
Euro band above (as newer vehicles are generally more fuel efficient and
often provide greater comfort).
 Owners of vehicles can value them differently, depending for example on how
much they drive them. It is assumed that the levels at which the vehicles are
valued is equally distributed between the maximum (i.e. price of a newer
vehicle) and minimum value (i.e. market price). (This is a practical assumption
because the distribution of consumers’ valuations is not readily available).
43. It should also be noted that there will be a shift in demand from vehicles which don’t
meet the emissions standards to those which do. This would increase the supply of
the former vehicles in the market while demand for them will be reduced, leading to a
decrease in the value of such vehicles, negatively impacting other owners of vehicles
which don’t meet the standards. It is not possible to forecast this change in the
market price and therefore this impact is not valued for all vehicles, however the loss
of value for the oldest vehicles is valued as in step 4.
44. Estimating adjustment costs is challenging therefore a second approach has also
been applied. This approach is set out in section 5 and in practise the calculations
underpinning the two approaches are very similar.
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Step 4: Loss of asset value
45. The introduction of CAZs will trigger fleet turnover across the UK, as the owners
affected upgrade to vehicles which meet the specified standards.
46. Owners of vehicles which do not meet the necessary standards who choose to
upgrade can either purchase a second hand vehicle or a new vehicle. As total fleet in
operation is not expected to change, it is assumed that a number of the oldest, most
polluting vehicles will exit the market and be scrapped, as demand for such vehicles
falls to zero. It is assumed the number of these vehicles will equal the number of new
vehicles being purchased as total vehicle numbers in the fleet will not change. The
lost value of these scrapped vehicles incurs a cost to society.16
47. This entrance of new cars into the nationwide car market, and subsequent knock-on
effects on the rest of the vehicles in the market can be demonstrated in Figure 5.2
below. For example, if car A is a Euro 5 diesel, owner 1 can sell this to owner 2, who
does not travel frequently into the restricted area and owns car B, a Euro 4 diesel.
Owner 2 in turn will sell on car B to owner 3, and car C (a Euro 2 diesel) will be
scrapped.
Figure 5.2: Fleet turnover process

48. However, if the CAZs had not been introduced, all cars in the market would have a
value greater than zero, and would have remained in the market. The introduction
means that this value is lost, and there is hence a cost to society.
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It is also recognised that there will be a benefit to users of these vehicle who do not use them in the restricted areas as the price falls. This
additional benefit is not assessed within this annex.
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Step 5: Infrastructure costs to authorities
49. It is at the discretion of the Local Authority whether and how they implement any
CAZs. If this measure is pursued, costs of setting up and enforcement of vehicle
emission standards will be incurred. Such costs could include the following:
 General infrastructure costs (e.g. signage)
 Automatic Number Plate Recognition system (e.g. ANPR camera and
installation costs, running costs, IT equipment) or other technological solution;
 Ongoing communication, enforcement and staff costs
50. TfL have provided detailed data on the uptake of vehicles which reach the specified
standards, and associated costs. To estimate the costs that will be incurred within the
restricted areas considered here, the costs for London were scaled up depending on
the total population and perimeter lengths of these zones to obtain the costs for each
zone under assessment.
Step 6: Wider impacts
51. There are also other impacts from implementing CAZs. It is not possible to assess all
the possible impacts but the two most significant wider impacts are around:
 Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) – As consumers will be expected to move towards
cleaner vehicles, the overall GHG emissions would be expected to fall as a result of
this change in the fleet composition. To assess this impact, CO2 emissions by Euro
standard for the different vehicle types are obtained from the NAEI Road Transport
Emission Projections for 2020. Changes in CO2 emissions are calculated by
reference to the expected fleet change occurring as a result of implementing CAZs.
Although there may be a rebound effect if these are more efficient cars and there is a
cheaper marginal mileage cost, the distance travelled is assumed not to change over
this period. The total change in CO2 emissions in tonnes per year is then multiplied
to obtain the lifetime emissions17. This figure is valued at the cost per tonne to get
the monetised impact of the change in CO2 emissions.
 Fuel savings – As the measure will lead to a shift from older vehicles to newer,
more fuel efficient vehicles, consumers are likely to experience a fall in running costs
due to savings on fuel purchases. The final value for savings is based on the
resource cost of fuel, which excludes duty and VAT. Average fuel efficiency is
obtained based on Euro standards. The total distance travelled is assumed to remain
unchanged. The annual distance travelled is divided by the fuel efficiency for each
vehicle type, to arrive at the annual litres of fuel consumed. The fuel consumed is
multiplied by the average residual life remaining for each vehicle type to get the total
change. This is multiplied by the projected 2020 fuel (resource) price, in order to
calculate the total savings. The figures are then adjusted to 2015 price base year.
52. Neither the CO2 nor fuel costs reflect the impact of changes from HGVs or buses.
This is primarily a result of the different way in which this data is collected and means
that the benefits will be underestimated.

17

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/360316/20141001_2014_DECC_HMT_Supplementary_Appraisal
_Guidance.pdf
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Step 7: Impacts converted into annual net present value (NPV)
53. To facilitate the comparison of different impacts as far as possible all impacts have
been quantified and valued in monetary terms. Where impacts are spread over time
the values have been converted to present values based on the recommended Green
Book discount rate (which is 3.5% per annum).
54. For ongoing costs and benefits, a 10 year appraisal period is used from 2020 (when
the policy is assumed to be fully implemented) and upfront costs are assumed to be
incurred in 2017 (when the infrastructure is implemented). The present value of the
differences between the streams of costs and benefits is calculated to provide the
NPV discounted to 2015 prices.
55. This allows the present value of the costs to be compared to the estimated benefits to
calculate the net present value and the benefit cost ratio. In this way it is possible
both to assess the public value of the measure and for this to be compared with the
impact of measures in other policy areas.
Step 8: Qualitative Assessment, sensitivities and uncertainties
56. While the modelling set out above provides a detailed assessment of the main
impacts of implementing CAZs, it is not possible to quantitatively reflect all the
potential impacts. Therefore these gaps have been supplemented with a qualitative
description and where possible an indication of the potential significance.
57. Throughout the modelling a range of assumptions and models have been used. As
with any modelling there are a range of uncertainties around the underpinning design.
58. The three main uncertainties are around the performance of vehicle emissions
standards, health impacts of NO2, and the valuation of fleet adjustment costs. The
impact of these uncertainties is presented in section 6.
59. There remain a number of other uncertainties where such an analysis is not possible
or is not proportionate to undertake quantitatively. These uncertainties have been
provided with a brief description of the potential significance in Table 6.7 at the end of
this document.
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6. Results
60. The results show the impact of implementing CAZs in areas otherwise projected to be
in exceedance in 2020. In reality, the most effective and efficient approach will
depend on the local situation and therefore local authorities are best placed to design
and implement the solutions in their areas, which may or may not include CAZs.

6.1.

Impact on Concentrations

61. The model described in Section 4 is run for each of the identified CAZs individually,
according to zone type and vehicles restricted, to calculate the concentration of NOX
in each zone, both with and without the implementation of the restrictions.
62. Table 6.1 shows the original maximum concentration of NOx and the resulting
concentration once the CAZ has been introduced.
Table 6.1: Change in concentration in priority areas in 2020
Zone/Agglomeration

Original

18

max concentration
3
μg /m

Remaining max concentration μg
3
/m

Greater London Urban Area

71

49

West Midlands Urban Area

47

37

West Yorkshire Urban Area

47

36

East Midlands

43

37

Nottingham Urban Area

42

37

Southampton Urban Area

41

36

63. The road transport emissions modelled in this document are based on the latest
evidence of vehicle NOx emissions. However, there have been issues with the
European test cycles not accurately reflecting real world performance and emissions.
This has resulted in NOx emissions of diesel cars in actual driving conditions being
significantly higher than the European standards would otherwise suggest, as
demonstrated in Figure 6.1.
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Also in ‘Summary of 2013 exceedance of NO2 limit values and projected dates of compliance’ table in main text where projection years are
presented.
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Figure 6.1: Car Euro Standard Compared to Real World Performance

Source: COPERT 4v11 (2014)
64. While emerging data indicates that the European test cycle results are becoming
closer to real world performance, there is still disparity. In order to reflect the current
issues in road transport emission factors for Euro 6 diesel vehicles, an alternative
scenario is modelled assuming that the actual emissions are higher than currently
predicted. This is based on recent evidence from Portable Emissions Measurement
System (PEMS) data on Euro 6 diesel passenger cars.
65. The results of this are presented in Table 6.2. This shows that should Euro 6
emissions standards not perform as modelled, it could result in up to 22 additional
zones being non-compliant in 2020. Given this, it is clear that the performance of
emissions standards going forward will have a significant impact on the efforts to
reduce NO2 concentrations.
Table 6.2: Compliant zones with different emissions standards performance

Number of compliant zones in
2020
Number of non-compliant zones
in 2020
Total number of zones
1

Central estimate of
Euro 6 emission
standards
35

If Euro 6 emissions
standards do not
1
perform as modelled
13

8

30

Difference

22

43

Not performing is modelled here with real world emissions 5 times the estimated test emissions.

6.2. Impact on Society
66. In addition to the assessment of the measures on compliance with air quality limits,
an assessment of the costs and benefits to society has been undertaken, comparing
improvements in air quality against the associated costs of implementation. The
results of this are presented in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Estimated impacts of CAZs (£m)
Impact
Monetised impacts of NOx
reduction inside zone
Monetised impacts of NOx
reduction outside zone
Fuel
Carbon

Central

Low

High

1,913

765

3,061

582

215

1,019

145

145

145

38

38

38

Total Benefits (NPV)

2,678

1,163

4,263

Cost of fleet adjustment

1,005

1,453

1,005

Infrastructure costs

24

24

24

Loss of asset cost

194

194

194

Total Cost (NPV)

1,223

Net Present Value

1,455

1,671
-508

1,223
3,040

67. Table 6.3 suggests that the health benefits of introducing CAZs in the zones
predicted to exceed limit values in 2020 would deliver a social benefit of £2.7 billion.
This action would also impose a cost on the users of those vehicles of around £1.2
billion.
68. The NPV range for the modelled results can vary significantly based on the
assumptions applied. This is shown in Table 6.3 which demonstrates the effect in
varying assumptions on the cost of fleet adjustment vehicles and the health impact of
NO2. There is a range of other factors, detailed in Table 6.7, which are not reflected in
the analysis here.

6.3. Direct costs and benefits to business
69. The enforcement of higher vehicle emission standards will lead to additional costs to
businesses. Primarily, the key cost to businesses is the cost of adjusting their fleet to
meet the higher emission standards.
70. Some businesses may be able to meet the higher emission requirements by
redeploying their existing fleet. However, where redeployment is not an option, the
biggest impact on businesses will materialise through the need for businesses to
replace vehicles which do not meet the standards with those which do.
71. The specific impact on individual businesses will depend on fleet composition, in
terms of the age and type of vehicles. The overall business costs have been
assessed, based on replacing each vehicle type as follows:


Cars: Company registered cars represent 8.6% of the total car fleet. It is
therefore assumed that an equal proportion of the total fleet adjustment cost
will fall on businesses, which is around £86m. This is likely to be an
overestimate, as businesses tend to own newer vehicles (54% of all car first
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registrations were made by companies in 201419). They are therefore less
likely to incur costs of upgrading. Businesses are also likely to redeploy cars,
which would lower the costs, however this has not been considered here.


LGVs: DfT data shows LGV ownership is closely split between privately
owned (52%) and company-registered vans (47%). However, the data also
shows that the majority of privately owned vans are chiefly used for business
purposes20. Given this, it is assumed that the full fleet adjustment of noncompliant LGVs falls on businesses. However, this approach may lead to a
slight overestimation of the costs to businesses.



HGVs: It is assumed all HGVs are owned by businesses and the full fleet
adjustment cost of this category of vehicle is therefore included in the fleet
adjustment cost for businesses.

72. The cost businesses are expected to incur as a result of the assessed measure has
been calculated and is presented in Table 6.4 below. The primary source of cost is
LGVs (£397m). Overall, businesses are expected to incur approximately 56%
(£565m) of the total fleet adjustment cost (£1bn) – the remainder of this cost will fall
on households.
Table 6.4 Fleet adjustment cost for businesses (£m)
Fleet adjustment cost for businesses (£m)
Cars

£36

LGVs

£397

HGVs

£132

Total cost to businesses

£565

6.4. Uncertainties and sensitivities
Mortality impact of NO2
73. Evidence on the health impacts associated with ambient NO2 concentrations has
strengthened significantly over the past few years. While uncertainties remain, there
is now stronger evidence of effects and that NO2 plays a causal role. To reflect the
current evidence, the analysis has been based on recent advice from COMEAP,
which has provided interim guidance to Defra on how the latest NO2 evidence should
be reflected in policy analysis21.
74. Evidence on the health impacts is still being assessed and it is subject to a number
uncertainties. Three key uncertainties are:


19
20

The figure assumes that there is no overlap in mortality impacts of PM and
NO2. This is unlikely to be the case; however, as the impacts of PM are not

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/421337/vls-2014.pdf
http://www.racfoundation.org/assets/rac_foundation/content/downloadables/van_report_aecom_100414.pdf
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On 24 July 2015 a COMEAP working group on NO2 wrote to Defra recommending that a coefficient of 1.025 per 10 µg/m3 exposure to NO2 (within
the range 1.01 – 1.04) should be used to assess the link between long term exposure to NO2 and all-cause mortality.
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valued in this assessment, the overall health impacts are likely to be an
underestimate.


Any potential threshold effect for impacts of NO2 is not considered. There is
no clear evidence for a threshold of effect at the population level, so no cut-off
for quantification has been applied in the calculations.



Importantly, because of the uncertainty in the extent to which the association
between long-term average concentrations of NO2 and mortality is causal,
there is likely to be more uncertainty in applying the coefficient to assess the
health benefit of measures that are specific for a reduction in NO2 compared
to interventions that reduce the whole mixture of air pollutants.

75. To reflect the range of the current evidence, the central coefficient (2.5%) has been
compared against the range of coefficients as recommended by COMEAP (1% and
4%). Table 6.5 shows the results of this comparison. Using COMEAP’s lowest
coefficient of 1%, the benefits of reducing NO2 are 60% lower than the central
estimate. The maximum coefficient leads to estimated benefits that are 65% higher
than the central estimate.
Table 6.5: NO2 Impact Sensitivities
Central (2.5%)
Min (1%)
Max (4%)

Monetised health impact of NO2 (£m)
£2,495
£980
£4,080

Fleet adjustment costs
76. The alternative approach attempts to assess the impact on the owner’s utility of
upgrading from a vehicle that doesn’t meet the standard to one that does. Under this
approach, it is assumed that:




the maximum cost to the owner is equal to the difference in the depreciation
costs associated with owning a car which meets the standards;
owners do not benefit from any reduction in depreciation cost. This is on the
basis that there are fuel savings and comfort benefits to owning a newer car
which offset the difference22; and
the costs to owners upgrading to a vehicle which meets the standards is
evenly distributed between the maximum and minimum values.

77. The results of this methodology are outlined in Table 6.6. This approach does not
estimate the positive impact on owners who operate outside the CAZs. These owners
will be able to purchase vehicles which do not meet zone standards at a lower price,
and sell vehicles which do for a higher price to those drivers who do enter such
zones.
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These benefits can’t more than outweigh the difference in depreciation costs or the owner would not choose a non-compliant vehicle in the
absence of the restriction.
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Table 6.6: Consumer Fleet Adjustment Cost Valuation Sensitivity
Central
Alternative Model

Fleet adjustment cost (£m)
£1,004
£1,454

Overall NPV
£1,455.9
£1,006.9

78. Table 6.7 provides a brief overview of a range of relevant other uncertainties and
sensitivities not covered above.
Table 6.7: Summary of Assumptions and Associated Uncertainties
Assumption
The analysis assumes that Local Authorities
choose to undertake CAZs. In practice Local
Authorities will define the most effective and
efficient approach to compliance, based upon
their local need.
Vehicle numbers outside London are based
on Trafficmaster data. This tracks a sample of
around 160,000 vehicles travelling around the
UK and identifies those entering multiple
CAZs. This reduces double counting of
vehicles entering different CAZs. This dataset
has been combined with data from the
London LEZ.
The costs have been estimated based on the
loss of utility to consumers of upgrading to a
newer vehicle.

Wider costs to those within zones (e.g. those
incurred by businesses due to redeployment
or journey cancellations or adverse impacts
on consumer welfare from making fewer and
shorter trips) are not quantified in the
analysis. They are assumed negligible.
The modelling is based on the assumption
that consumers are economically rational, that
their utility from a vehicle is based on its
economic cost and that vehicle owners
always prefer newer vehicles. It is also
assumed that consumers on average replace
their vehicles every 4 years, and the
introduction of CAZs is announced 4 years
before implementation, therefore consumers
will not experience any additional transaction
costs.
In the model, it is assumed that the upgrade to
higher Euro standards will lead to the most
polluting 25% of vehicles being scrapped.
This would lead to an upgrade in the UK fleet,
as these vehicles also drive outside zones as
well as inside.

Associated uncertainty
The final costs and benefits of compliance depend
upon the package of measures that Local Authorities
choose to take forwards. A different package of
measures will result in different costs and benefits of
compliance.
The sample of vehicles is not derived statistically,
and may be biased towards newer vehicles, which
usually drive longer distances. There is a significant
amount of uncertainty as to the actual vehicle
numbers entering the cities. However, this is the best
available data set to identify vehicle numbers.

Given limited data on maintenance and insurance
costs, changes in these factors have not been
considered in the calculations. However, these
factors influence consumer fleet adjustment cost, and
therefore may have an impact on economic costs.
It is not necessarily the case that the wider costs
would be negligible, however given particular local
conditions they have not been assessed here. Such
costs will be appropriately considered by local
authorities during the feasibility assessment of the
local package of measures.
In reality this may not be the case, as there are a
number of motivations for owning particular vehicles
besides economic (i.e. preference for a certain
model, or particular vehicle). This may mean costs of
upgrading may be greater than it is assumed that for
such vehicle owners. The assumption also ignores
the potential transaction cost impacts on consumers
who replace their vehicles less frequently than every
four years.

There is potential that the introduction of access
controls would encourage drivers of the least
polluting vehicles outside the zones to sell these to
frequent zone users, given the increased demand for
such vehicles. This may encourage a rise in mileage
of the more polluting vehicles outside of zones. This
is accounted for as it is assumed that 75% of the
emissions inside zones are diverted out. However,
estimating how driving patterns would change and
the roads affected is complex and dependent on a
number of factors. Given it is expected that a
significant proportion of the most polluting vehicles
would be removed from the road, nationally,
24

emissions are likely to fall as has been have
modelled.
However some road links may experience an
increase in concentrations. In such cases, other
policies such as local transport schemes would be
appropriate.
The CAZ perimeters have been estimated to
include all areas in exceedance of the 40
3
ug/m limit, and following realistic boundaries
where such existed and were easily
identifiable.

In the model, it is assumed that of the affected
diesel owners who upgrade to a vehicle in line
with emissions standards, the majority
purchase a compliant petrol vehicle and the
rest a Euro 6 diesel vehicle.
There are uncertainties surrounding the
assumed behavioural responses of
consumers to the policy. How consumers
respond will depend on the exact design of
the CAZs (e.g. level of fine, enforcement
regime) and what other policies are
implemented simultaneously.
The second hand value of vehicles is
estimated based upon estimated depreciation
rates.
The analysis produced here is based on a new
model produced to assess the costs and
benefits of Clean Air Zones.

However, where the access restriction boundaries fall
is at the discretion of the local authority in question,
and should be decided upon via full feasibility
studies. This has not been undertaken for the
purposes of this assessment; Local Authorities are
best placed to determine where the perimeters
should lie. This may mean the perimeters change
significantly, which would have an impact on
infrastructure costs, and also number of vehicles, and
population affected.
Lack of robust studies on actual behavioural
responses means this assumption is based on
assessment of the number of vehicles available and
expert judgement on responses.
These behavioural responses will be appropriately
considered by local authorities during the feasibility
assessment of the local package of measures
depending on the specific design of the CAZs and
accompanying policies.

There is uncertainty around the actual depreciation
rates of vehicles, which generates uncertainty on the
cost of purchasing second hand vehicles.
There is uncertainty around the final cost and benefit
results, as the model inputs and calculations are
quality assured and refined these estimates may
change.
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Executive Summary
Would transfer of freight from road to other modes make a significant reduction in congestion?
This piece of research addresses a key issue for freight transport and road capacity: whether the use
of alternatives to road freight could create a noticeable reduction in congestion now or in the future.
The key to understanding this issue is to separate out the national average picture across all road
types from the impact on the most heavily used roads where congestion occurs. In addition, it is
important to separate out the activity of the largest goods vehicles from those which are
undertaking local deliveries and are less likely to be replaced by modes such as rail or water.
Thus the use of national averages has created an assumption that actions which change patterns of
transport demand do not have a significant impact on strategic national networks. The National
Policy Statement contains the following statement:
"In general, the nature of some journeys on the Strategic Road Network means that there will tend to
be less scope for the use of alternative transport modes. If rail use was to increase by 50% (in terms
of passenger kilometres) this would only be equivalent to a reduction of 5% in all road use. If freight
carried by rail was to increase by 50% (in terms of tonne kilometres) this would only be equivalent to
a reduction of around 7% in goods carried by road."
The statistics in this statement are of course correct when average figures for all road freight are
used, but there are three important qualifications:
1) They do not apply uniformly across the road network – some parts of it have more HGV
traffic than others, and in particular more goods which could be carried by other modes, for
example to and from the ports;
2) The reductions have been applied to all HGVs over 3.5 tonnes and to goods no matter how
long or short the goods are being carried, this is partly, but not wholly, captured by using
tonne kilometres1;
3) Only one of the alternative modes (rail) is included: coastal shipping (excluding off shore oil
related) plays a significant role and, for example, has carried RoRo2 domestic traffic which
mostly relieves the strategic road network.
This report examines these estimates, reaches the following conclusions, and makes
recommendations for the next steps in terms of research and policy development.
Conclusions
The transfer of freight from road to rail and water would have a significant impact in terms of
reduced environmental and congestion costs3. HGV traffic overall could fall by 21%, all vehicle traffic
by 5-6% and, in the most congested places, congestion could fall by 15-25%.
However, the impact varies according to the level of congestion, the level of longer distance goods
traffic, and the capacity of alternatives.

1

This allows for the higher average distances by rail but not for rail growth tending to be from above
average distance loads
2
RoRo = Roll On Roll Off – in other words wheeled vehicles or vehicle trailers. Unitised goods which
have to be lifted on and off are referred to as LoLo
3
These costs are already recognised in the DfT’s own Mode Shift Benefit (MSB) values

3

In some road corridors there is a much higher likelihood of goods traffic being transferred, and a
higher than average proportion of the heaviest HGVs in the traffic flow. This could increase the
reduction in total traffic flow to around 10%, with a 30-40% reduction in congestion in the most
congested places.
In targeting some of these flows there would need to be structural investment in the alternative
networks as well as individual grants as at present.
Recommendations
Research
R1



There needs to be a greater understanding of LGV traffic, including:
Substitution for smallest rigid HGVs (3.5 to 7.5 tonne)
Split between servicing, home deliveries and goods transport

R2
There needs to be better understanding of how HGV traffic on different sections of the road
network would be affected by:
 a distance based Lorry Road User Charging system (similar to those spreading through
Europe) for the heaviest HGVs
 increased congestion and changes in regulation, and thus higher costs
R3
The reasons behind the non-recovery of coastal shipping after the recession and continuing
fall need to be identified.
R4
The impact of freight transfers should be included in DfT forecasting and scenarios, for
example updating the 2009 DfT/MDS study to reflect the new market conditions (including
unitisation) and a national freight model run to test the impact of an LRUC system based on distance
and vehicle type.
Policy
P1
A new freight policy statement should be prepared recognising the significant role of mode
transfer in reducing congestion on key parts of the strategic road network, and setting out a route
map for rebalancing the freight transport market.
P2
There should be consideration of converting the current “electronic vignette” system for
charging HGVs to a GPS/tachometer system using weight, distance, and vehicle quality parameters
similar to those already proven to be effective in Europe, for example Switzerland and Germany.
P3
There should also be consideration of new weight and size limits in the context of full pricing
and providing better vehicle specialisation.
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1

Introduction and sources of data

This piece of research addresses a key issue for freight transport and road capacity: whether the use
of alternatives to road freight could create a noticeable reduction in congestion. The key to
understanding this issue is to separate out the national average picture across all road types from
the impact on the most heavily used roads where congestion occurs. In addition, it is important to
separate out the activity of the largest goods vehicles from those which are undertaking local
deliveries and are less likely to be replaced by modes such as rail or water.
Thus the use of national averages has created an assumption that actions which change patterns of
transport demand do not have a significant impact on strategic national networks. The National
Policy Statement contains the following statement:
"In general, the nature of some journeys on the Strategic Road Network means that there will tend to
be less scope for the use of alternative transport modes. If rail use was to increase by 50% (in terms
of passenger kilometres) this would only be equivalent to a reduction of 5% in all road use. If freight
carried by rail was to increase by 50% (in terms of tonne kilometres) this would only be equivalent to
a reduction of around 7% in goods carried by road."
The statistics in this statement are of course correct when average figures for all road freight are
used, but there are three important qualifications:
4) They do not apply uniformly across the road network – some parts of it have more HGV
traffic than others, and in particular more goods which could be carried by other modes, for
example to and from the ports;
5) The reductions have been applied to all HGVs over 3.5 tonnes and to goods no matter how
long or short the goods are being carried, this is partly, but not wholly, captured by using
tonne kilometres4;
6) Only one of the alternative modes (rail) is included: coastal shipping (excluding off shore oil
related) plays a significant role and, for example, has carried RoRo5 domestic traffic which
mostly relieves the strategic road network.
In attempting a more detailed, granular approach to the potential impacts there are a range of
challenges. First, the data for freight is now available from both national sample counts and the
annual Continuing Survey of Road Goods Transport (CSRGT). These are collected rather differently
and do not show entirely compatible total flows. For example, the counts include foreign vehicles
while CSRGT is for GB registered vehicles only. However, the count data does not provide
information on tonnes or tonne kilometres whereas CSRGT does.
At the same time, very little is known about the light goods vehicle (LGV) sector (under 3.5tonnes) even the proportion of it which is used to provide services (such as repairs, small scale building
work) and how much is used to provide the delivery of goods (to home, business or depots). This is
important because LGV use has grown hugely in recent years and is forecast to continue to grow
strongly. DfT is undertaking work to obtain more data on the LGV sector, to be published later this
year (2015).
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This allows for the higher average distances by rail but not for rail growth tending to be from above
average distance loads
5
RoRo = Roll On Roll Off – in other words wheeled vehicles or vehicle trailers. Unitised goods which
have to be lifted on and off are referred to as LoLo
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The tightening of the regulatory framework for HGVs and the availability of larger LGVs just outside
the HGV weight limit means that this needs to be explored in some detail to understand exactly
what has been happening. It is of course still possible that there has been some under reporting of
smaller HGVs in the CSRGT. This is related to the major changes which have taken place in the
balance of vehicle kilometres between the different sizes and types of HGVs, particularly in the
traffic from smaller rigid HGVs.
Table 1.1: Million vehicle kilometres by gross vehicle weight
Rigid vehicles

2003

2007

2013

Over 3.5 to 7.5

4,319

3,613

2,443

Over 7.5 to 17

2,372

1,307

766

Over 17 to 25

1,916

2,728

2,046

Over 25

2,591

3,220

2,683

All rigids

11,199

10,868

7,938

Articulated vehicles

10,968

11,032

9,275

Source: DfT Stats Table RFS0109, CSRGT

Secondly, the new Road Traffic Forecasts (RTF) published in 2015 contain LGV and HGV forecasts,
aiming to predict growth up to 2040 and are useful for considering future congestion and how that
might be avoided. However, they use a modelled base year (2010) which for HGV kilometres is
between CSRGT and the counts, and are not designed for detailed study of goods vehicle use. The
national DfT forecast for both LGVs and HGVs is simpler than that for cars and driven mainly by
economic growth and fuel cost6.
Finally there has been some very detailed multi-modal corridor work undertaken in 2009 by DfT and
MDS Transmodal, who run the national freight model. This has excellent detail on flows by
commodity and type (domestic, RoRo, LoLo), length of haul and which part of the road and network
is used. Unfortunately this used slightly older data so recent, post-recession patterns of transport
are not available. However, this work is still useful being used by DfT and others. It identified
important trends such as the move to unitisation, making freight easier to handle across modes or
for point to point journeys by rail.
This research uses the latest CSRGT figures, published DfT data for freight by all modes, the
published spreadsheets underpinning the new RTF and the 2009 MDS Transmodal study both to
review the national average impact of mode transfer, and some corridor impacts for road to rail
transfers.
While it is possible to be fairly confident about the impact on tonne kilometres it is more difficult to
translate these into a full impact assessment by:
1) transforming tonne kilometres into vehicle kilometres,
2) estimating their impact on traffic (since they occupy much more road space than cars), and
3) estimating their impact on congestion, since in congested conditions each single percent
increase in traffic causes a several percent increase in congestion.
An estimate has been made to identify the scale of this overall impact.
6

See RTF 2015 paras 3.28-3.29 and Figures 3.7 and 3.8
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2

National level reductions targeting long distance freight in larger HGVs

While the National Policy statement, that rail freight can only have a small impact on overall road
flows, is correct in overall terms, it is based on average figures for tonne kilometres. The use of
tonne kilometres means that account is taken of the difference in average journey length between
road and rail. In 2013 this was 94kms for road, 195kms for rail7. However, it does not take into
account that some of the increase in rail freight is likely to be longer than average, for example there
are many road journeys over 300kms (19% of all road freight tonne kms). The full split by distance is
shown below.
Table 2.1 Tonne kilometres by length of haul (kilometres) all HGVs 2013

Tonne
kilometres
% of total

Up to 25

Over 25
to 50

Over 50
to 100

Over
100 to
150

Over
150 to
200

Over
200 to
300

Over
300

All
lengths

5,114

11,072

23,068

21,721

20,009

32,096

26,143

139,224

4

8

17

16

14

23

19

100

Table 2.2 Tonne kilometres by length of haul (kilometres) HGVs 4 axles and above
Up to 25

Over 25
to 50

Tonne
4,337
9,696
kilometres
% of total
3
8
Source: DfT statistics Table RFS 0127

Over 50
to 100

Over
100 to
150

Over
150 to
200

Over
200 to
300

Over
300

All
lengths

20,272

19,616

18,529

30,301

25,296

128,047

16

15

14

24

20

100%

The low amount of goods transport undertaken on short distances perhaps reflects the fall in the use
of small HGVs discussed in the previous section and set out in Table 1.1.
Unfortunately the equivalent vehicle kilometre data is not available, although the implication is that
changes in tonne kms will be reflected in vehicle kms. Of course HGV traffic is a relatively small
proportion of vehicle kilometres – even on the strategic network (Motorway and Trunk A roads) it is
about 10.2% on average, 10.9% on motorways. However, this is not uniform as will be seen in the
later section on corridors.
In addition, the largest HGVs are very different in terms of size and handling characteristics from
other road vehicles such as cars. They obviously need more road space than cars and this is
measured as car equivalents or passenger car units (pcus). Historically this has been set at an
average of 2.5 for motorways and all purpose dual carriageways, and somewhat surprisingly 2.0 for
other roads8. Some freight modelling uses 2.9 for the largest HGVs. Given the larger numbers of
HGVs and the fact that the fleet is concentrated at the heaviest end, together with the consistent
increases in size and weight over a number of years, these figures are probably an underestimate9
and should be revised upwards. The impact of pcus on congestion is discussed later in this report.

7

TSGB Table 0401 for 2013, updated with 2013/14 rail. There is a problem in that the statistical series
for rail and road have slightly different year ends
8
TAG Unit M3.1 Highway Assignment Modelling, DfT, January 2014
9
Heavy Goods Vehicles - do they pay for the damage they cause? MTRU Report June 2014
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Rail impact
The first task for this study was to replicate the NPS calculation for a 50% increase in rail freight and
arrive at its figure of 7%. This was done (7.2%) and showed that the average distances had been
used, based on all HGVs, which thus included smaller rigid vehicles, for example from 3.5 to 7.5
tonnes gross vehicle weight. These are likely to be being used for final distribution of goods, for
example to shops, although some large articulated HGVs are also used for retail deliveries, for
example by supermarkets. Rail is obviously not competing for such traffic.
The next step was to rerun the calculation but focussing the increase in the longer distance category,
in this case applying the 50% increase in rail to journeys over 200 kms. This resulted in a revised
figure of 12% reduction in road tonne kms instead of 7% using the NPS method10.
Other modes
As can be seen from the chart below, rail is not the only alternative for road freight. Pipeline is a
specialised mode so has not been considered for this report. However, there have clearly been
some major changes in the use of coastal shipping, which can provide another alternative means of
transport. This need not be direct port or depot to factory or regional distribution centre, the use of
Roll On Roll Off coastal ferries is an important example. Given that access to the coastal network is
so much less than rail, only the longest hauls are suitable. This is reflected in the average distance
for freight moving by coastal shipping at 319 kms.
Figure 2.1 Share of GB tonne kilometres by mode
250

Billion tonne kilometres

200

150

Pipeline
Water
Rail

100

Road

50

0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Source: DfT statistics Table TSGB0401
Undertaking a parallel calculation to that for rail would show the potential for a further reduction
through transfer to water of 9.3%. Thus a 50% increase in both of the two plausible alternatives to
10

This appears to have used the annual rail freight statistics for 2012/13
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road for longer distance freight transport would result in a reduction of 21% in road freight tonne
kilometres and by implication a 21% reduction in the vehicle kilometres from the largest HGVs.
There may be some competition between rail and water which would diminish this number,
although as can be seen from the chart in 2007, immediately preceding the recession, water carried
76% more freight than in 2013. One of the recommendations in this report is that this phenomenon
should be researched to understand why there appears to have been such a low recovery, and
indeed continued decline.
As mentioned previously, HGV traffic is only part of overall traffic, an average of 10.2% on the
strategic network of major A roads and motorways. Thus a 21% reduction in HGV traffic from the
rise in rail and water gives a first estimate of a 2.3% reduction in vehicle kilometres on the strategic
road network (1.3% for rail only transfers).
However, as set out earlier, there are three important factors which need to be included to achieve
a more accurate picture of the impact of HGVs on congestion:
1) they occupy considerably more road space as cars (have a high pcu value)
2) the average figures disguise the more significant impacts where HGVs are a higher
proportion of traffic
3) the impact of additional traffic in already congested conditions is far greater than a simple
increase in pcu or vehicle kilometres suggest – it rises exponentially.
The issue of how these factors influence the HGVs’ impact on congestion is explored in the next
section of this report.
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3

Tonne kilometres, vehicle kilometres and congestion

Implications for vehicle kilometres and congestion
While the combined impact on road freight from increasing use of alternative modes may reduce
tonne kilometres from HGVs by just over 20%, the key question for transport planners is how far
such policies would contribute to relieving congestion. To understand this there are two important
considerations:
1) The amount of extra road space occupied by HGVs compared to cars (translating vehicle
kilometres into passenger car units or pcus)
2) The fact that in congested conditions an extra unit of traffic (pcu kilometre) causes several
times its unit value in terms of added congestion.
The pcu value of HGVs
Currently HGVs over 3.5 tonnes gvw are given a pcu value of 2.5. In reality, this value changes
dramatically between the different HGVs, for example 44 tonne artics and 3.5 tonne rigids. It also
changes dramatically between road type and level of congestion. A figure of 2.9 is often used for
artics, which are the vehicles most likely to be affected by any mode transfer.
Using the adjustment of 2.9 (and rebasing to reflect the new total pcu kms), the total amount of
traffic which would be removed from the strategic network would not be 2.3% (as quoted earlier in
vehicle kms) but 5% of the total pcu kms, which is the more accurate measure of road traffic
demand. At a pcu value of 4, it would be a 6% reduction in pcu kms. The equivalent figures for rail
only transfers are 3% and 5% respectively.
The differential impact of congestion
The final issue is the question of how congestion increases rapidly with additional traffic flow, and
how often HGVs are present in congested conditions. Without running a national traffic model it is
hard to produce precise figures. However there are several sources which can illustrate the issue:
traffic modelling generally assume non-linear decreases in speed (i.e. congestion), there are some
DfT statistics and marginal cost calculations for different levels of congestion, and the recent RTF
which modelled the impact of increased traffic on the strategic road network. The original speed
flow curves used in the UK were developed for the DfT’s COBA programme, illustrated below.
Figure 3.1 COBA 10 speed versus flow curves
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The DfT measures of congestion have taken different forms, currently looking at numbers of
journeys completed on time. For this reason the time series is interrupted in recent years, and there
is also considerable volatility. However, the DfT congestion indices during the recession11 indicated
that a modest decrease in traffic (around 2%) resulted in the congestion measure falling by 10%.
However there is great deal of variation in the data from year to year. Another DfT source for the
relative impact can be seen in the Webtag Data Book12. This shows a rapid escalation in the external
cost of congestion per car kilometre.
Table 3.1: Increasing cost of additional car traffic at different levels of existing congestion
Congestion level
Weighted average
(1 is low, 5 is high)
(pence per car km all road types)
1
1.2
2
2.8
3
9.9
4
87.6
5
155.0
Source: WebTAG Data Book Table A 5.4.2

It must be noted that this reflects the rapid increase in the number of vehicles affected as well as the
increase in absolute delays. A parallel approach is used in the DfT calculation of marginal external
costs for articulated vehicles13, which includes a range of external costs including congestion. This
assumes that the heaviest HGVs cause four times the congestion costs on a motorway with high
congestion than one with low congestion.
Further work for the national RTF has provided another measure of changes in congestion (again not
the same as the examples previously quoted). This is illustrated by the chart below, which shows
traffic increases and the relative impact on how much of that traffic is in congested conditions.
Figure 3.2 Increases in traffic and congestion to 2040, RTF 2015, all modelled roads
140%
120%
100%
80%
Traffic

60%

Congestion

40%
20%
0%
Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario
1
2
3
4
5

Note: Assumes road capacity increases as per Road Investment Strategy

11

12
13

Table CGN0101: Average vehicle delay on the slowest 10% of journeys on the Strategic Road Network
Table TRA 0201: Motor vehicle traffic
See https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/webtag-tag-data-book-november-2014
Mode Shift Benefit Refresh: DfT December 2014
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The five scenarios are for different levels of traffic growth on different parts of the network and are
include for completeness. The forecast assumed that significant road investment was made, hence
some traffic increase is accommodated with small increase in congestion.
Even using a simple multiplier of 3-4 to reflect the much higher congestion cost of an added pcu
kilometre, in the busiest parts of the road network congestion could be reduced by 15-24% by
increases in use of rail and water. Rail alone could result in 9-14% reductions in congestion.
In addition, the level to which congestion is decreased by mode transfer will be higher depending on
how fast traffic overall is growing. In other words, as traffic grows the network as a whole becomes
more sensitive to small changes. This fits entirely with traffic flow theory, in which speed flow
curves (see Figure 3.1 above) show relative insensitivity at low flows, rising rapidly as both flow and
congestion increase.
Thus, while overall figures for changes in tonne kilometres give an indication of the national impact
across all parts of the network, it may not reflect the road space requirements of the largest HGVs
nor their increasing impact on congestion. It is thus important to identify where some of the mode
transfers are most likely to occur, and what traffic congestion is like on those corridors. This is
considered in the next section of this report.
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4

Key corridors and the variation in potential benefits

In 2009 DfT commissioned a report from MDS Transmodal, who run their national (GB) freight
model. This contained a very detailed analysis of goods transport for 14 corridors, shown below.
Figure 4.1 MDS Transmodal study road freight corridors
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The MDS/DfT study contained an analysis of pcu kilometres by HGVs, journey distances and split
between domestic and international traffic. There was also an analysis of congestion on a corridor
by corridor basis. Some of the data is older than the study date, but there is no subsequent update
available. The results are still being used for transport scheme modelling (such as the A14 study).
However, there is more up to date information on where congestion is occurring on the road
network, and where it is predicted to occur in future, in the 2015 Road Traffic Forecasts (RTF).
The individual corridor information has been extracted and summarised, and combined with the RTF
congestion maps, to produce a table which is designed to show where the best candidates for a
move to rail are located, and whether they would have an above average impact on road
congestion. The RTF maps are based on the AM peak and are shown in Annex 1 and the table is set
out on the following pages.
The conclusion to be drawn from this is that there is considerable variation between the corridors,
and even within them. The analysis throws up examples of where the impact of reducing HGV traffic
could be greatest and most effective in reducing congestion, and where further work might be
needed to be certain of the impacts.
Given that the average potential reduction in total traffic (as pcu kms) calculated earlier was about
5-6%, corridors with a higher than average proportion of HGVs would be expected to show higher
reductions in overall traffic and congestion. In addition, the impact of a generalised increase of 50%
in rail freight would be higher where there is a greater proportion of international or long distance
traffic.
Thus it is the case that the 50% increase in rail or water freight would not be evenly distributed. In
some areas it is possible that only 25% would be achieved, in others perhaps 75%. Assuming an
uplift to 75%, reductions of 9% in total traffic on the strategic network would be possible14, with
even higher reductions in congestion15 three to four times this figure (up to a third reduction) in the
most congested sections of the network. In these circumstances transfers to rail alone could reduce
congestion by 14-20%.
To summarise the results of these re-estimates based on the identified corridors, on a section of the
strategic road network where there is more than average flows of HGVs and the ability of the
alternatives particularly competitive, the reduction in congestion could be dramatic. Cells in the
table have been highlighted to illustrate where these conditions might occur. These can then easily
be cross referenced to check congestion levels from the RTF.
For example, Corridor 1 (Dover) has higher than average lengths of haul, higher than average
proportion of HGVs and of international traffic. The road network suffers some areas of the highest
congestion type. It is clearly a section of the network where mode transfer is likely to have a far
higher than average impact.
Overall it is clear that there are a group of corridors which have double the average HGV flows and a
higher than average propensity for transfer. Examples would be the ports related corridors: 1, 4, 7,
14

At 25% the figure would of course be less, at about 3%
A congestion multiplier of 3 to 4 can be used to illustrate this point but it must be noted that, in the
same way that traffic congestion escalates rapidly, the amount by which congestion is reduced also decreases
in absolute terms as the overall level of congestion decreases. Thus the multiplier rises exponentially with
traffic increases in congested conditions, but falls in the same way as traffic falls.
15

14

9, and 11; and the long distance motorways: 8, 9 and 10; and the South East and centre North
sections of the M25.
Overall, within the general sweep of a 50% increase in rail or water freight, it is clear that substantial
improvements could be achieved in some of the most congested parts of the strategic road network.
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Table 4.1
Corridor Analysis
Based on MDS Transmodal 2009 corridor reports and 2015 RTF maps for am peak congestion.
RTF Categories are: 1 occasional; 2 moderate; 3 regular; 4 severe.
Corridor

Haul length kms

1: Dover to M25
2: London to Gatwick

Average >300 at SE end
150-200 at M25
N/A

3: London to
Southampton
4: Southampton to the
Midlands (A34-M40)

150
10%>300
Average 150-200
25%> 300

5: London orbital M25

% total traffic pcus
Blue indicates >average
30-40

% domestic
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10 (SE end) to 50 (M25
end
80

18-25

70-80

25-30

70-80

E & N sections: 30-35
S: 25, W: 20
E of Reading 18
W of Reading 22
M5 to Exeter 25

E & N 40-65
S 70, W 80-90
E of Reading 90
W of Reading 75-80

Congestion 2010
AM Peak
Mostly category 1
Occasional 3 & 4
Even split categories 2
&3
Mostly category 2 with
3 & 4 at each end16
Even split categories 1
& 2 with 3 & 4 near
Southampton
S & SW mostly category
3, rest mostly 2
E of Reading mostly 3
W of Reading mostly 1,
occasional 2

6: London to SW &
Wales

E of Reading 100-150
W of Reading 250-300

7: Bristol to the
Midlands

250 overall
200 close to B’ham

M5 25-28
M42 E of B’ham 25-30
M42/A42 30-35

85-90

Mostly category 1
Occasional 2 & 3 close
to & approaching B’ham

8: London to W
Midlands, N Wales, NW
& Scotland including
both M1 & M40 routes
S of B’ham

Close to conurbations
(London, B’ham, NW)
150
Intercity 250-300

M1: 30-36
M40: 20-30
M6: 35-45

M1: 70
M40: 90
M6: S of M62: 70-75
M6: N of M62: 90

M117: Mostly cat 2
M40: Even split 1 & 2
M6: S of Preston mostly
cat 2, occasional 3 & 4
around Manc, B’ham
M6: N of Preston: Cat 1
throughout

16
17

Southampton end overlaps Corridor 4
A5 parallel route is more congested but more urban and not included in the MDS study
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Congestion 2040
AM Peak
About half category 2,
frequent category 3 & 4
All category 3
Mostly category 3 with
4 at each end
Even split categories 2
& 3 with 4 at
Southampton
S & SW mostly category
4, rest mostly 3
E of Reading 3,
occasional 4, W of
Reading mostly 2,
occasional 3
Mostly category 2 N & S
of B’ham mostly 3 & 4
close to & approaching
B’ham
M1: Even split 2 & 3
M40: Even split 2 & 3
M6: S of Preston split 2
& 3, some 4 around
Manc, B’ham
M6: N of Preston:
Mostly cat 1, some 2

9: Transpennine:
Liverpool to Kingston
and Grimsby

Western 100
Eastern 150

25-30

90
But higher than average
bulk commodities

10: Flows from London
area to E Midlands,
Yorkshire, NE &
Scotland, network
studied from A14
Northwards including
both M1 and A1

A1 to York 250-300
Close to conurbations
150-200

M1 to Sheffield: 30-35
A1 M to York: 35-45
A1 (M) N of Leeds 25-35

90
Large number of
distribution centres:
especially RDC/NDC
Milton Keynes to
Leicester; RDC Leeds,
W’field, Teeside

11: Haven ports to the
Midlands (A14)

200-250
Ports to Bury St
Edmunds 25%>300
Newmarket to Kettering
25-35 > 300

35-40 throughout

Ports to Bury St
Edmunds 60-65
Newmarket to Kettering
75

Various short sections
of cat 1 and 2, cat 4 at
Ipswich, Bury St
Edmunds, junction with
A10 and at Huntingdon

12: Haven ports to
London (A12 Ipswich to
M25)
13: London to Stansted
corridor
14: Thames Gateway to
London (A13 N of
Thames, A2/M2 South

150-200

20-24

50

Mostly cat 3 & 4

250-300

30-32

70-75

100-150

20-25

A13: 50-75
A2/M2: most (figure not
given)

Cat 1, cat 2 at junction
with A14
A13: Cat 1, 4 at M25
A2/M2: Cat 2, short
sections 3, one of 4
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Eastern end to A1: cat 1
Close to L’pool: split 1 &
2
A1 to M6: split 2 & 3
occcasional 4
A1: Mostly cat 1 apart
from 3 & 4 N of
Doncaster & N of Leeds
M1 mostly cat 2, cat 3 N
of A38
S of Newcastle:
Stretches of 2, 3, 4

Eastern end to A1: cat 1
Close to L’pool: cat 1
A1 to M6: All 3 apart
from 4 around
conurbations
A1: Even split 1 & 2
apart from 4 N of
Doncaster and 3 & 4 N
of Leeds
M1 mostly cat 3 N of
A38
S of Newcastle + N of
Leeds: Mostly 2 & 3
Mostly cat 3 with some
cat 2 and cat 4 at
Ipswich, Bury St
Edmunds, NW of
Cambridge and at
Huntingdon
Mostly cat 4 with about
a third cat 3
Even split cat 1 & 2, cat
3 at junction with A14
A13: Cat 1, 4 at M25
A2/M2: Cat 3, junction
of A2/M2 cat 4,
approach to M25 cat 4
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Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions
The transfer of freight from road to rail and water would have a significant impact in terms of reduced
environmental and congestion costs18. HGV traffic overall could fall by 21%, all vehicle traffic by 5-6% and,
in the most congested places, congestion could fall by 15-25%.
However, the impact varies according to the level of congestion, the level of longer distance goods traffic,
and the capacity of alternatives.
In some road corridors there is a much higher likelihood of goods traffic being transferred, and a higher
than average proportion of the heaviest HGVs in the traffic flow. This could increase the reduction in total
traffic flow to around 10%, with a 30-40% reduction in congestion in the most congested places.
In targeting some of these flows there would need to be structural investment in the alternative networks
as well as individual grants as at present.
Recommendations
Research
R1



There needs to be a greater understanding of LGV traffic, including:
Substitution for smallest rigid HGVs (3.5 to 7.5 tonne)
Split between servicing, home deliveries and goods transport

R2
There needs to be better understanding of how HGV traffic on different sections of the road
network would be affected by:
 a distance based Lorry Road User Charging system (similar to those spreading through Europe) for
the heaviest HGVs
 increased congestion and changes in regulation, and thus higher costs
R3
The reasons behind the non-recovery of coastal shipping after the recession and continuing fall
need to be identified.
R4
The impact of freight transfers should be included in DfT forecasting and scenarios, and thus in its
policymaking and spending programmes, for example updating the 2009 DfT/MDS study to reflect the new
market conditions (including unitisation) and a national freight model run to test the impact of an LRUC
system based on distance and vehicle type.
Policy
P1
A new freight policy statement should be prepared recognising the significant role of mode transfer
in reducing congestion on key parts of the strategic road network, and setting out a route map for
rebalancing the freight transport market.
P2
There should be consideration of converting the current “electronic vignette” system for charging
HGVs to a GPS/tachometer system using weight, distance, and vehicle quality parameters similar to those
already proven to be effective in Europe, for example Switzerland and Germany.
P3
There should also be consideration of new weight and size limits in the context of full pricing,
providing better vehicle specialisation, and better planning for multi-modal freight facilities.
18

These costs are already recognised in the DfT’s own Mode Shift Benefit (MSB) values
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Annex 1: Congestion maps from the 2015 RTF (pages 71-72)
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A five-point plan for UK rail freight
Rail freight is one of the success stories of the UK rail network, with over £2bn
invested by rail operators, customers and suppliers, supporting over 70% growth
in the last twenty years.
Today, rail freight generates over £1.5bn annually in economic benefits for the UK, supports over 5000
jobs and keeps some 7.6m lorries off the nation’s roads. Projections of growth show that these
environmental and economic benefits could double over the coming decades.
Yet, as Network Rail moves back under Government control, and the Labour Party develop proposals to
bring infrastructure management and passenger franchising closer together, there are real concerns that
rail freight could be marginalised in an environment designed around the needs of Government specified
franchises and the Government owned infrastructure manager.
Below, we set out five priority actions that should be taken to support rail freight and to encourage
collaborative working between public and private sectors in delivering freight growth:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Protect Capacity for Rail Freight on the Network

As the network becomes more congested, freight operators and customers are concerned
that even the limited capacity for freight growth will be eroded. Even where there is investment to support freight there is no way of protecting newly created capacity for the future.
Government should ask Network Rail and ORR to develop an appropriate mechanism for
safeguarding capacity for freight.

Continued Investment in the Strategic Freight Network

Investment targeted at rail freight is delivering significant benefits in new capacity for forecast
growth and efficiency gains for freight businesses. Matched investment is being made by
freight businesses who are upgrading their own terminals and equipment to meet demand.
As rail investment comes under pressure, there is concern that this may be lost. Government
should commit to ongoing support for developing the Strategic Freight Network.

A Stable Environment for Growth

Change is inevitable, but with it comes uncertainty, which can deter growth and undermines
private sector investment. Government needs to commit to a stable framework for freight,
including strong independent regulation, stable charges, ongoing financial support for the
railways and an open and competitive market for freight services. Government should support
a stable environment which helps businesses commit to rail.

Meeting the needs of Freight Customers

UK businesses who use the rail system expect it to perform and meet their needs, which can be
as exacting as those of rail passengers. Freight customers are often making significant investment and commitment when they move their goods onto rail, but this is not frequently recognised in rail policy. Government should commit to ensuring the voice of the freight customer is
formally recognised with the structure of its rail organisations and policy decision making.

Equity of Approach to Road and Rail Freight

Efficient logistics needs road and rail to work together, recognising the competitive environment in which they operate. Yet policy for the road and rail network is often developed in
silos, with unintended consequences on the logistics sector. Government should commit to
equity of approach to road and rail freight ensuring the best outcomes for freight transport
can be delivered.

For further details on the work of the Rail Freight Group (RFG) please contact
Maggie Simpson, Executive Director, Rail Freight Group. Email her at: maggie@rfg.org.uk
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The Government is committed to tackling the issue of air pollution. It has serious public
health implications and action at both local and national level is necessary. I am pleased
that we have developed this important resource as an aid to enabling local action.
Directors of Public Health and elected officials both have a key part to play. This pack is
designed to help, including by providing an overview of the evidence, the potential actions
and approaches to raising awareness.
The Government is continuing to play its part through considerable investment in transport
measures that will help improve air quality, and through our support for action by local
authorities. To help inform the public we have also established a five day pollution
forecast for the UK, together with health advice for vulnerable groups.
Involving the local community and coming up with local solutions is needed to achieve long
term change; both in helping people to understand and to handle the health implications,
and to come up with the right solutions to improve air quality in their areas.
I encourage Directors of Public Health and elected officials not only to read the evidence
and guidance provided in these resources, but to use them to help guide and develop
debate about the actions that can be taken forward at a local level.
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Introduction by Professor Paul Cosford
Director for Health Protection and Medical Director, Public Health England

I am delighted to introduce this resource to help Directors of Public health and their
colleagues in local authorities tackle the ongoing problem of air pollution.
Reductions in air pollution after the introduction of the Clean Air Act in 1956 led us to
believe that air pollution, and its effects on health, was a thing of the past. Researchers
have now shown that although the levels of air pollution that we experience today are
much lower, they continue to cause much ill health and to have a major effect on the
health of our communities. People with cardiovascular and respiratory diseases are at
particular risk, and the Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP)
recently reported that long term exposure to air pollution causes the equivalent of 29,000
deaths each year in the UK and an associated loss to the population of 340,000 life years.
In Public Health England (PHE) we think that more must be done to tackle air pollution and
its impact on health. We consider it one of our most significant priorities, and the air
pollution episodes in March and April this year highlighted why this is so important.
To help Directors of Public Health raise the profile of air quality in their local area, PHE
publishes an estimate of the percentage of mortality attributable to long term exposure to
man-made particulate air pollution in local authority areas in England. This is one of the
indicators within the Public Health Outcomes Framework, and in support of this we have
also published estimates of the number of deaths in each local authority attributable to
long-term exposure to particulate air pollution. This makes stark reading, especially for
local authorities in the South and East of England.
This resource for Directors of Public Health is the result of extensive collaboration between
the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) working closely with
Public Health England, the Department of Health, the Department of Transport, the Local
Government Association and the Healthy Air Campaign. It gives practical support and
advice to those working locally to raise awareness of the problem of air pollution, the
benefits from air quality improvements, and the relevance of the air pollution indicator in
the public health outcomes framework. Local authorities have a critical role in making a
difference, and this resource aims to help them to do so, by promoting the improvement of
air quality locally.
I hope this resource will support Directors of Public Health and their teams to follow the
examples of best practise to reduce exposures and to use evidence-based principles for
communicating with the public on air pollution. Of course, actions to reduce air pollution
and improve public health can play a valuable role in supporting other local priorities such
as active travel, climate change mitigation, health inequalities and community
engagement. All in all a “win-win” situation!
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Introduction
This briefing is to provide Directors of Public Health with the information you need to help
you consider the appropriate public health response to air pollution in your area. There is
new evidence about the heath impact of air pollution, growing media and public interest
and an indicator on mortality attributed to air pollution in the Public Health Outcomes
Framework.
It describes the latest evidence, outlines the role of Public Health, highlights techniques to
get a better understanding of the local issues, and presents evidence-based principles for
communicating with the public on air pollution. This guide is part of a resource pack for
Public Health teams. The resource comprises a further “Briefing for Elected Members” as
well as three short guides to help Directors of Public Health and their teams to take action.
Briefing:
•

Air Pollution: an emerging public health issue. A Briefing for elected members

Guides:
•
•
•

Understanding air pollution in your area
Engaging local decision-makers about air pollution
Communicating with the public about air pollution

The briefings and guides are informed by research with Directors of Public Health and their
teams about their information needs, and research with the public to inform approaches to
public communication. The research found gaps in understanding about the latest
evidence, techniques to understand the local situation and insight into how to
communicate with the public on this important public health topic.
This work was commissioned by Defra and steered by Defra, Public Health England, the
Department of Health, Department of Transport, Local Government Association and the
Healthy Air Campaign.
Key points
Air pollution is a serious public health issue. In 2010 the Department of Health’s (DH)
Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP) estimated the burden of
particulate (PM) air pollution in the UK in 2008 to be equivalent to nearly 29,000 deaths
and an associated loss of population life of 340,000 life years lost.
•

EU and UK limit values are in place to protect human health. However, it is
recognised that there are no absolutely safe levels of the main pollutant of concern
(PM) and evidence suggests that health effects can still occur well below these
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limits. Any improvement in air quality will have positive health consequences1 and
the UK has a target to reduce average concentrations of PM2.5 at urban background
locations by 2 µg/m3 by 2020 2.
•

Population exposure to particulate matter. PM2.5 has been used as the basis of the
Public Health Outcomes Framework (PHOF) Indicator 3.01. The indicator provides
a starting point but it is not hard to gain a more accurate and detailed picture of the
local situation.

•

The local nature of pollution hotspots creates scope for local action to reduce local
concentrations and reduce people’s exposure to emissions.

•

Actions to address the health impacts of air pollution can play a critical role in
supporting other local priorities such as active travel, health inequalities, selfmanagement and integrated care, sustainability, growth and regeneration, and
localism and community engagement

•

Public Health has an important role in assessing the impacts of air pollution and
taking appropriate action.

The new evidence putting air quality on the
agenda
In 2010 COMEAP undertook a study to quantify the effects of long term exposure to PM.
In doing so COMEAP estimated the burden of particulate air pollution in the UK in 2008 to
be equivalent to nearly 29,000 deaths and an associated loss of population life of 340,000
life years lost 3. In comparison, a study in 2006 found that reducing PM by 10µg/m3 would
extend lifespan in the UK by five times more than eliminating casualties on the roads, or
three times more than eliminating passive smoking 4. The main outcomes are
cardiovascular (CVD) and respiratory diseases, and it has been listed a Class 1
carcinogen 5. There are no safe levels of the main pollutant of concern, PM, and impacts

1

Review of evidence on Health Aspects of Air Pollution – REVIHAAP: final Technical Report, World Health
Organization Office for Europe, 2013 http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/airquality/publications/2013/review-of-evidence-on-health-aspects-of-air-pollution-revihaap-project-finaltechnical-report
2
This is called the National Exposure Reduction Target (NERT), and is determined on the basis of the
population's average exposure to PM2.5 at urban background sites, the Average Exposure Indicator
(AEI). Urban background sites are measurement sites in town and cities that are not significantly influenced
by emissions from specific local major roads, industry or other pollution sources. For more information on site
types see: http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/networks/site-types
3
The mortality effects of long-term exposure to particulate air pollution in the UK, Committee on the Medical
Effects of Air Pollution, Dept of Health, 2010
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/304641/COMEAP_mortality_e
ffects_of_long_term_exposure.pdf
4
B Miller & F Hurley, Comparing estimated risks for air pollution with risks for other health effects, Institute of
Occupational Medicine, Report TM/06/01, 2006 http://www.iom-world.org/pubs/IOM_TM0601.pdf
5
http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/pr/2012/pdfs/pr213_E.pdf
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are observed below levels permitted by EU and UK limits1. Population exposure to PM has
been used as the basis of the PHOF Indicator 3.01.
Since 2005 when the current EU air pollution limits were set, scientific understanding of
the health effects of everyday air pollution has changed dramatically due to several
thousand epidemiological panel, time-series and cohorts studies, backed up by laboratory
and toxicological studies. The result is that the population effects of air pollution are now
quantifiable with high levels of confidence for some of the key pollutants. This greater
certainty has allowed the resulting burden of disease to be assessed for public health
policy purposes.
In 2011 the Global Burden of Disease Report 6 ranked air pollution 11th cause of disease
overall in Western Europe and concluded that it was responsible for 22% of Disability
Adjusted Life Years due to CVD. In the same year, DH included an indicator based on
annual average PM2.5 concentrations in the new PHOF. In 2012, the International Agency
for Research on Cancer listed diesel exhaust pollution as a Class 1 carcinogen 7 and
extended this to all ambient air pollution in 2013 8. Most recently the World Health
Organization (WHO) published a review1 of 2,200 studies concluding that:
•

Annual PM2.5 concentrations are associated with all-cause mortality to a high level
of confidence, and with much greater certainty than in 2005

•

“There is no evidence of a safe level of exposure to PM or a threshold below which
no adverse health effects occur”. Negative health impacts have been found well
below current EU & UK limits

•

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) was associated with…“adverse health effects at
concentrations that were at or below the current EU limit values ”

The report considered detailed epidemiological, toxicological and laboratory evidence
answering a series of policy and health questions1. A further WHO report9 made
recommendations for Health Impact Assessments of air pollution for policy purposes.

6

A comparative risk assessment of burden of disease and injury attributable to 67 risk factors and risk factor
clusters in 21 regions, 1990–2010: a systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010, The
Lancet, vol. 380, p.2224-2260, 2012. http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS01406736(12)61766-8/abstract
7
IARC: Diesel engine exhaust carcinogenic, WHO International Agency for Research on Cancer, Press
release No 213, June 12, 2012. http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/pr/2012/pdfs/pr213_E.pdf
8
IARC: Outdoor air pollution a leading environmental cause of cancer deaths, WHO International Agency for
Research on Cancer, Press release No 221, October 17, 2013. http://www.iarc.fr/en/mediacentre/iarcnews/pdf/pr221_E.pdf
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What are the main air pollutants?
Air pollution is a mixture of particles and gases that can have adverse effects on
human health. The most important pollutant is particulate matter (PM) and is
studies in three main size fractions; PM10, PM2.5 and PM0.1. PM10 includes all
particles smaller than 10 microns 9 (including PM2.5 and PM0.1) and PM2.5 comprises
all particles smaller than 2.5 microns (including PM0.1).
PM2.5 has the strongest epidemiological link to health outcomes4 and is used for
the Public Health Outcomes Framework indicator 3.01. At this size the particles
can be inhaled deep into the lungs.
The very smallest particles, ultrafine PM0.1, (the smallest fraction of PM2.5) are
nano-particles smaller than 0.1 microns and are thought, once inhaled, to be able
to pass directly into the bloodstream.
PM can come from a range of sources and can be formed through abrasion
processes, re-suspension of dusts or formed by chemical reactions in the
atmosphere.
PM can be composed of particles from combustion products, products from
abrasion of engine components, brakes and tyres on road surfaces, generated
during construction and agricultural processes, as well as components generated
by chemical reactions in the air. Much of the PM in urban environments,
particularly that close to roads, can come from traffic sources and comprises soot,
part burnt diesel and petrol compounds that form benzene-based carcinogens,
heavy metals, silica, bitumen, rubber and organic and other waste matter from
road surfaces.
The proportions of each component vary strongly depending on location. In cities
and along roads where most exposure tends to occur, traffic generated
compounds make up a large or dominant portion of the overall composition. In the
countryside, agriculture and upwind industry make a bigger contribution.
The gaseous pollutant nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is generated by combustion.
Ozone (O3) comes from a combination of natural and human processes. Unlike the
pollutants above, O3 cannot be managed locally, but forecasting services can help
alert vulnerable individuals.

9

A micron is 1 millionth of a metre, or 1000th of a millimetre.
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During some weather conditions that lead to acute air pollution episodes NO2, O3
and other pollutants react and condense into PM, adding to that which has been
emitted.

What is the current understanding of the
health outcomes and impacts?
There is now categorical evidence that long-term exposure to everyday air pollutants over
months to years contributes to the development of CVD, lung cancer, and respiratory
disease. PM is inhaled into the alveoli and ultrafine PM0.1 is thought to pass into the blood
causing many adverse outcomes including systemic inflammation. Air pollution is strongly
associated with all-cause mortality statistics. The all-cause mortality statistic captured in
PHOF indicator 3.01 ranks air pollution in the top 5-7 causes of mortality in polluted areas,
ahead of many other PHOF preventable mortality indicators like road deaths, excess
winter deaths or communicable diseases 10. The impacts are not distributed equally across
the population. New evidence also points to other damaging effects.
Long term exposure (over months or years) to elevated concentrations of PM2.5 at levels
typically experienced in urban areas reduces life expectancy by several months to a few
years8. It is likely that air pollution acts as a contributory factor - along with many others in affecting mortality with the major effect on deaths from CVD. It contributes to the
development of atherosclerosis (thickening of arterial intima media are apparent after as
little as six months exposure8), increased incidence of coronary events 11, lung cancer7,12
and other respiratory diseases7.
Short-term exposure to PM2.5 episodes over a period of a few hours to weeks can cause
respiratory effects such as wheezing, coughing and exacerbations of asthma and chronic
bronchitis. It can trigger CVD-related mortality and non-fatal events including myocardial
ischemia and myocardial infarctions (MI), acute decompensated MI, arrhythmias and
strokes11.
Short term exposure to NO2 is associated with respiratory symptoms, hospital admissions
and mortality. Long term exposure may be associated with similar effects but NO2 is highly
correlated with other traffic related pollutants and so it is difficult to determine whether NO2
itself causes these effects.
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http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130123231223/http://www.dh.gov.uk/prod_consum_dh/groups/d
h_digitalassets/@dh/@en/documents/digitalasset/dh_132373.pdf
11
Long term exposure to ambient air pollution and incidence of acute coronary events: prospective cohort
study and meta-analysis in 11 European cohorts from the ESCAPE Project, BMJ, January 22, 2014
http://www.bmj.com/content/348/bmj.f7412
12
Air pollution and lung cancer incidence in 17 European cohorts: prospective analyses from the European
Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects (ESCAPE), Lancet Oncology, July 13, 2013
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanonc/article/PIIS1470-2045(13)70279-1/abstract
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Respiratory health effects and effects on mortality are associated with short-term exposure
to O3. Like NO2, the effects from long term exposure to O3 are uncertain.7
The health effects of air pollution are distributed unequally across the population, with the
heaviest burden borne by those with greatest vulnerability and/or exposure. The elderly,
children and those with cardiovascular and/or respiratory disease are at greater risk from
the health effects of air pollution. Those who spend more time in highly polluted locations
will be affected more. Since air pollution levels are typically as high within vehicles as just
outside, this is likely to include not only those who live and work near busy roads, but also
those who drive for a living.
There is emerging - but currently insufficient - evidence of links between long term PM2.5
exposure and the health of the central nervous system, the progression of Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases, developmental outcomes in children, and such reproductive health
outcomes as low birth weight, as well as other chronic conditions such as diabetes7.
The UK’s Daily Air Quality Index 13 and air quality forecast 14 provide information on levels
of air pollution for short term exposure including recommended action and health advice.
In some counties, vulnerable people can sign up to air pollution information services,
which send test messages via mobile phones to alert them when air pollution is high e.g.
airAlert 15 in Sussex and airTEXT 16 in London.

What are the sources of air pollution and
where are people exposed?
Road vehicles are the main pollution source that people are exposed to in most populated
urban environments and the pollutants they cause and emit have the greatest health
impacts. Combustion for heating and industry also contributes, but tends to be more dilute.
Small changes in distance from the source, street layouts and physical barriers can make
a big difference to exposure because air pollution drops over very short distances.
The main pollutants of concern in the UK are PM, NO2, and ground level O3. While
combustion, agriculture and industrial processes all contribute to pollution, road
transportation is particularly important as a source of contemporary air pollution because
the emissions are often co-located with exposed pedestrians, homes, hospitals, schools,
shops and other locations of congregation. There is a vast difference in emissions of
different vehicles and fuels. In general diesel exhaust contains up to 30 times more PM
than petrol or LPG/CNG, but all vehicles generate additional PM from friction of brakes
and tyres.

13

http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/air-pollution/daqi
http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/forecasting/
15
http://www.airalert.info/
16
http://www.airtext.info/
14
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Air pollution varies substantially over small distances. It is typically highest near to
emission sources and the amounts of PM and NO2 decline rapidly as you move further
away from the source. For example, pollution levels next to a busy road can vary from the
part of the pavement nearest to the traffic to the part of the pavement farthest away.
Intense sources, such as busy roads and junctions, lead to the creation of localised
pollution ‘hotspots’ where very high levels of pollution are reached.
The proximity to an emissions source is not the only factor that affects the amount of
pollution in a given locale. Tall buildings along narrow streets can lead to the ‘canyon
effect’ where pollution is trapped along the street, which can intensify hotspots. Air
pollution reaches people from every source that is upwind. However, it will be heavily
diluted if more than a few hundred metres away, especially in windy conditions.
Nonetheless in dense or heavily polluted conurbations these many dilute sources can add
up to a significant background. Sometimes weather patterns encourage this background to
accumulate over hours or days to cause an air pollution ‘episode.’ During this time
changes in the chemical composition of the air can also take place, creating more NO2, O3
or PM.
The highly localised distribution of air pollution leads to highly unequal patterns of
exposure to different individuals resulting from their day-to-day behaviour. For example
ambulance drivers, taxi drivers and other professional road users will inhale significantly
higher amounts of pollution compared to those working outside but away from a busy road.
Building design can also influence the amount of exposure to pollution individuals receive.
School children in a passively ventilated school will receive much higher levels of pollution
compared to office workers in a well air-conditioned office block, even if both are the same
distance downwind of the same emissions source.

Can local action on air pollution improve
public health?
Any improvement in air quality (either following an intervention or as a result of unplanned
external factors) will have positive health consequences. Improvements to air quality are
also an important co-benefit of interventions targeting other health outcomes, such as
active travel and increased physical activity.
Opportunities exist for local action on air pollution. Local authorities have many powers
that can reduce local air pollution concentration or exposure. In any given local area, much
of the air pollution will derive from local sources, in particular road transport, creating
significant scope for local action.
Actions to address the health impacts of air pollution can play a critical role in supporting
other local priorities e.g. active travel, health inequalities, self-management and integrated
care, sustainability, growth and regeneration and localism and community engagement.
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While overarching regulations like vehicle emissions standards are controlled by
governments and the EU and new vehicle designs by industry, local authorities have many
powers in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

traffic and parking management
street design and road layouts
planning
public and school transport policies
restricting the dirtiest vehicles or favouring clean vehicle fuels like petrol, LPG or
CNG over diesel and bio-diesel
freight consolidation, delivery management and low or zero emission last mile
services
fleet management and car clubs
vehicle and building air conditioning
building energy efficiency

All these actions are potential avenues to reducing emissions, concentrations or exposure
to pollution.

The business case for public health action on air pollution
The King's Fund (2013) report on Improving the Public's Health 17 found that: "The costbenefit evidence for investing in air quality is substantial". They cite a review for the
London Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 18 which identified a series of options
for reducing air pollution that were "cost-beneficial, with potential for significant revenue
generation, and spill over benefits including noise reduction. The overall benefit-to-cost
return was £620 in benefits for every £100 spent ". Cost-beneficial options for reducing air
pollution include measures to encourage people to make more journeys by bike or on foot,
and other studies have produced similar findings. 19

Case studies of local action
•

Some local authorities have set up SMS messaging services that warn vulnerable
individuals that air pollution levels are high so that they can take steps to reduce
their exposure or ensure they have medication. Examples include airAlert15 which is
run by a partnership of councils in Sussex and airTEXT16 which covers Greater
London.

17

http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/improving-publics-health
14 Cost Effective Actions to Reduce Air Pollution In Central London, I. Kilbane-Dawe, Parliament Hill
Research, 2012 http://www.rbkc.gov.uk/pdf/air_quality_cost_effective_actions_full_report.pdf
19
Air Quality And Road Transport, RAC Foundation, 2014
http://www.racfoundation.org/research/environment/air-quality-road-transport-report-ricardo-aea
18
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•

A number of councils have retrofitted some or all of their vehicles to run on gas
fuels (LPG, CNG or biogas). These emit as little as 1/30th of the PM as diesel. It is
also cheaper to run as the fuel costs less.

•

Plymouth Hospital Travel Plan resulted in a reduction in staff arriving by car (from
90% to 54%). The plan included restricted and charged parking permit allocation,
supplemented with improved Public Transport services, discounted Public
Transport tickets and promotion of car sharing (from the lowemissionhub.org).

•

City of York Council is retrofitting all the sightseeing buses from diesel to
electric. This will not only provide significant improvements in air quality but also
reduce fuel costs by £15k a year. The council have also paid for the retrofit of some
passenger service buses, as part of the council’s Low Emissions Strategy.

•

California has introduced restrictions on where new schools can be sited in relation
to the major sources of air pollution. Since 2003 state law prohibits new schools
being sited within 500 feet of a highway. Guidance suggests how the siting of
new schools, day care centres, and other public buildings needs to be considered to
reduce the exposure of vulnerable young people to high levels of air pollution.

•

Camden Council has installed a series of cycle-friendly measures on a key
route in the borough. Two metre-wide lanes along Royal College Street are
separated from the rest of the highway by round rubber blocks or ‘light segregation,’
making the cycle lane safer for cyclists and reducing air pollution by encouraging
more cycling. Light segregation methods are used more extensively in many
European cities, such as Barcelona, and are considerably cheaper to install than
many of the types of cycle lanes you typically see in this country.

•

In several areas local communities are taking control of the measurement of
local air pollution. The East End Quality of Life Initiative community group works
with Sheffield City Council to run local monitoring using low cost diffusion tubes.
This has built local understanding of air pollution and engaged local communities in
assessing and taking action on local issues. Similar programmes are underway in
the City of London, Kings Lynn and elsewhere.

•

Local authorities can encourage local businesses to reduce their emissions. A Zero
Emissions Network (ZEN) has been established by local businesses in
Shoreditch with the help of Hackney Council. The network offers advice to
businesses who wish to reduce their emissions, free trials of electric vehicles and
cargo bikes, consultation on reducing energy demand and on reducing emissions
resulting from supply chains.

•

Oxford City Council and Oxfordshire County Council have implemented a Low
Emission Zone (LEZ) for buses in Oxford city centre. An LEZ encourages the
uptake of less polluting vehicles by banning highly polluting vehicles from highly
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polluted areas, usually a city centre. In Oxford this has targeted the highly polluting
local buses.

So what can I do next?
1. Assess and appropriately prioritise air pollution in your local area
All Directors of Public Health should conduct the basic assessment of comparing rates of
mortality attributable to air pollution with other mortality rates locally, but it is not hard to
gain a more detailed picture of the local situation.
An additional guide in this pack “Understanding air pollution in your area” explains how to
conduct the basic assessment and more including how you can use air pollution
measurements and model data to determine:
•

Higher risk locations, and thus potential vulnerable groups

•

Local sources of air pollution

•

How to rank and prioritise air quality in your Joint Strategic Needs Assessment.

In most cases these depend on air pollution information that can be supplied by your
council’s Environmental Health Team. They will be very familiar with air pollution due to
their responsibilities under Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) regulations. However, it
is important to be aware that health effects from air pollution occur at air pollution
concentrations well below those permitted under LAQM.
Please refer to resource pack guide “Understanding air pollution in your area” for more
information.
2. Engage local decision-makers to take action on air pollution
Every Director of Public Health will want to ensure that local air pollution is assessed and
appropriately prioritised. What action you take next, however, will depend on your
assessment of the scale of the air pollution problem in your area and how this compares to
other public health issues.
In areas with major authority-wide air pollution, Directors of Public Health will play a critical
leadership role in making air pollution a strategic priority with shared goals and purposeful,
co-ordinated action across local government and health, working closely with the
community. In other areas, Directors of Public Health will promote the active scrutiny of
policies or developments, or galvanise action on local hotspots. A lighter touch approach
would focus on ensuring that the air quality co-benefits of other work are properly
recognised.
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Strategic focus You can make improving air pollution a priority and get agreement for
goals and programmes for improvement
Championing
action

You can bring people together to devise effective solutions for local
problems

Scrutiny

You can encourage scrutiny of local authority policies for their effects
on air pollution

Recognising
You can celebrate how things you are already doing are improving
AQ co-benefits air quality
Informing

You can educate the local authority, CCG and health and wellbeing
about the local issues and possible solutions

Assessing

You can lead the assessment of the local air pollution public health
risks and possible interventions

Whatever level of involvement you judge appropriate in your local area, action to reduce
the local health impacts of air pollution will require co-ordinated effort by multiple partners.
It will be important to give people the facts about contemporary air pollution in the UK, and
correct some common myths.
Please refer to resource pack guide “Engaging local decision-makers about air
pollution” for more information.
3. Communicate with the public about local air pollution
Whatever the level of your local involvement, public health teams are likely to play a critical
role in ensuring that the health impacts of air pollution are effectively communicated to
public audiences – especially if air pollution continues to move up the agenda.
There are many reasons why effective public communication of the health impacts of air
pollution is important. Over and above the fact that people ought to be informed about
risks to their health, people want and expect to be informed. Members of the public can
also play a critical role in realising opportunities for health improvement, whether by
reducing their personal exposure to air pollution, reducing their personal contribution to air
pollution, or supporting and advocating actions to tackle air pollution locally. Through
citizen science initiatives, people can even get involved in the measurement of air pollution
or evaluation of interventions.
As with so many public health issues care is needed around how information is
communicated. Air pollution has many of the characteristics that make a threat to health
more worrying, creating a real risk of counter-productive reactions if communication is
poorly handled.
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Six principles for public communication about air pollution
Based on qualitative research in 2013 for Defra
A. Use information about what particulate matter is made of and where it goes to get
air pollution onto the agenda – not statistics about health consequences.
B. Don’t raise public concern about air pollution unless you can at the same time
satisfy people’s desire to do something to reduce their exposure.
C. Focus on what is known for certain about the health consequences of air pollution.
D. Talk about air pollution as a problem linked to specific places – and not as a
general problem of the atmosphere.
E. Keep the focus on practical improvements – not long-term solutions.
F. Demonstrate leadership and empower communities, instead of just expecting
individuals to change their behaviour.
Please refer to resource pack guide “Communicating with the Public about Air
Pollution” for more information.

Where can I get more information?
This guide is part of a resource pack for Public Health teams. The resource comprises a
further “Briefing for Elected Members” as well as three short guides to help Directors of
Public Health and their teams to take action.
Briefing:
•

Air Pollution: an emerging public health issue. A Briefing for elected members

Guides:
• Understanding air pollution in your area
• Engaging local decision-makers about air pollution
• Communicating with the public about air pollution
Estimates of the number of deaths in UK local authorities that can be attributed to long
term exposure to particle air pollution have been published by PHE.
•

Public Health England – Estimating Local Mortality Burdens associated with
Particulate Air Pollution https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/estimatinglocal-mortality-burdens-associated-with-particulate-air-pollution
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Information on the Public Health Outcomes Framework Indicator 3.01 can be found here:
•

http://www.phoutcomes.info/

•

http://www.phoutcomes.info/public-health-outcomesframework#gid/1000043/pat/6/ati/102/page/6/par/E12000004/are/E06000015

The Office for National Statistics has published a bulletin on air pollution in the UK over the
last three decades
•

Air quality statistics in the UK, 1987 to 2013:
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-quality-statistics

The Department of Health’s Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP)
has published a series of reviews of the effects of air pollution on health:
•

http://www.comeap.org.uk

Defra has produced a series of resources for Local Authorities on air pollution, which are
available from its website:
•

http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/public-health/roleforlas.html

Air quality forecasts, near real time measurement data, national modelling data as well as
general information on air pollution, published research reports and reports on national
compliance can be found on Defra’s Air Information Resource website - UK Air.
•

http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/

Information on local air pollution campaigns is provided by the Healthy Air Campaign
•

http://healthyair.org.uk

© Crown copyright 2015
You may re-use this information (excluding logos) free of charge in any format or medium,
under the terms of the Open Government Licence v.2. To view this licence visit
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/2/ or email
PSI@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk
Any enquiries regarding this publication should be sent to us at
Email: aqevidence@defra.gsi.gov.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT INQUIRY – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
See also my written evidence to the EAC Climate Change Adaptation Inquiry – Feb 2015
NB: The responses below relate to the A14 Huntingdon to Cambridge improvement scheme (NSIP):



What key policies are needed over the course of this Parliament to adequately protect the
environment, promote growth in the low carbon sector and improve wellbeing?
o Current sustainable development guiding principles should be reinforced and implementation
monitored – see DEFRA definition of sustainable development below (1).

o
o

o
o

o
o



The Precautionary Principle applies to impact assessments. Where scientific evidence
conflicts, the burden of proof lies with the party advocating taking the action – usually a
project/scheme promoter. In the case of road traffic air pollution Highways England would
presumably have to prove that harm to public health would not be caused by air pollution from
the road traffic using the NSIP. See Gauderman report below (2).
Land-use Planning - including Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIP) and safeguarding high quality arable farmland as part of the national Food Security strategy - should be
reviewed for compliance with sustainable development principles and wider environmental
policy/law – eg building on flood plains.
Road transport is a large carbon emitter and road schemes should be individually assessed for
carbon emissions. Transport policy should be reviewed in the light of the new EU TEN-T policy
– Connecting Europe and the DfT policy of modal shift of freight from road to rail (a cleaner,
safer low carbon option) . See also my contribution to a previous DECC/BERR consultation on
low carbon transport below (3) and BCG dossier (5).

o
Does the Government’s current fiscal and legislative agenda accord with the action required
and, if not, why not and where might it be improved?
o Current Treasury funding proposals for NSIPs should be reviewed – see current East of
England road scheme funding table below (4). The funding announcement lacks coherence
and proper justification. A holistic overview of alternative transport modes should be
undertaken for all major projects to ensure value for money as well as compliance with
sustainable development policy.

o
o

Green Book value for money rules could explicitly include the Polluter Pays Principle so that
NSIP project cost estimates include costs to other Government Departments (eg NHS – road
traffic air pollution; DEFRA – flooding mitigation). See my earlier recommendations to EAC
(Climate Change Adaptation – Feb 2015).

o



Where should responsibility lie in Government for ensuring the sustainable development
approach is adopted by all Government departments?
o The Cabinet Office has a powerful central role in Government and could ensure compliance by
all Departments and subordinate organisations (eg Highways England) with Government
sustainable development policy and principles and oversee proper implementation.



What metrics could the Committee use to monitor the Government’s performance on sustainable
development over the course of the Parliament?
o I am a firm believer in the KISS principle – Keep It Simple.... a sustainable development
checklist for each major project as well as NSIPs would be a good start and help to focus
minds on environmental issues. The list could include the carbon emissions for each
infrastructure project during construction and during operation.

o

o
o

The checklist could also include a Health Impact Statement with an assessment of costs to
other Government Departments resulting from the scheme – for example the annual cost to the
NHS of road traffic air pollution in 2009 was assessed as £11billion. I am sure that clever
Government economists can devise a metric to apportion this to individual projects.
Eileen Collier (Cllr) Brampton A14 Campaign Group – 29 July 2015

Appendices
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DEFRA definition of sustainable development
Gauderman Report 2007
DECC/BERR consultation on low carbon transport – Mar 2009
East of England road scheme funding – Dec 2014
BCG alternative scheme - dossier 2009 - 2015

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT INQUIRY – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
See also my written evidence to the EAC Climate Change Adaptation Inquiry – Feb 2015
Appendix 1

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT INQUIRY – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
See also my written evidence to the EAC Climate Change Adaptation Inquiry – Feb 2015
Appendix 2

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT INQUIRY – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
See also my written evidence to the EAC Climate Change Adaptation Inquiry – Feb 2015
Appendix 3
DECC/BERR LOW CARBON TRANSPORT CONSULTATION - MARCH 2009

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT INQUIRY – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
See also my written evidence to the EAC Climate Change Adaptation Inquiry – Feb 2015

Appendix 4

ROAD SCHEMES FUNDING ANNOUNCED AUTUMN STATEMENT DEC 2014

Note: All the comments above are made in relation to the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme – see my written evidence to the Climate Change Adaptation consultation
(Feb 2015) for more detailed information. The Planning Inspectorate (PINS) Examination in Public
is now well under way and there are many documents now in the public domain on the PINS
website for the project. If you wish to see all our evidence to the Inspectors, which is focused on
environmental issues, you can select it from the Examination library by filtering using our name – ie
Brampton A14 Campaign Group.
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See also my written evidence to the EAC Climate Change Adaptation Inquiry – Feb 2015
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WHO Review of Health Impacts of Air Pollution - REVIHAAP

Review of evidence on health aspects of air pollution REVIHAAP final technical report
The final technical report of the "Review of evidence on health aspects of air
pollution" (REVIHAAP) project has been published. REVIHAAP is a WHO-led
project, commissioned in the framework of the 2013 review of the European Union's
air policy.
The project aimed to develop evidence-based responses to questions on general
aspects of importance for air quality management, as well as specific topics of
interest for individual air pollutants. A Scientific Advisory Committee (including ERS
members) guided the review conducted by a group of academic experts across the
world.
The final report shows new and more extensive evidence of harm to health. In
particular
o
o
o

for particulate matter (PM) it shows more evidence on both short and longterm effects and greater damage at lower levels;
studies on nitrogen dioxide (NO2) also produced new evidence of long-term
effects, including harm to health at levels below existing EU limit values;
for ozone, evidence on short and long-term effects suggest effects on
cognitive development in children, reproductive health and pre-term births.

The full technical report is available here.

Updated BCG alternative scheme - key points and funding as at July 2015
Potential A14 scheme cost savings in red; agreed A428 funding in blue
Note: BCG A14 scheme is multi-modal in accordance with EU/UK transport policy:
ROAD ELEMENTS
Removing the Huntingdon Southern Bypass (HSB) from the HE A14 scheme} Cost saving
Removing widening A1 Brampton Hut to Alconbury from the HE A14 scheme} £600 million +
Retaining Huntingdon Viaduct & A14 EU TEN-T freight route - Cost saving?) see Q.2.5.1
Removing associated A14 link roads in & around Huntingdon - Cost saving?)
 Upgrading existing A14 to Expressway standard – Cost TBC (A14 funding 2013)
 Upgrading A428-A421-M1 route (alternative HSB) – Cost TBC (funded 2014)


Building new offline section from Caxton Gibbet (A428) to a grade-separated
junction with the A1 & A421 at the Black Cat roundabout; (part funded 2014)



Dualling A428 from Caxton Gibbet to A1 (St Neots) as local road (funded 2014)

 Installing improved technology - Active Traffic Management (ATM) on Expressways
as required – Cost TBC (A14 funding 2013);
 Providing roads/tracks for agricultural traffic & access to farms (A14 funding 2013).
ADDITIONAL ROAD PROPOSALS (BCG SCHEME)
DfT ‘Green Retrofit’ Programme (new funding 2015)



A1 - installing noise mitigation measures on the existing A1 at Brampton (none
previously provided);
A1 - installing NMU crossing at Brampton to reinstate direct access from West
End to Brampton Wood (historic community severance from public assets);

DfT demand management measures including:





more Park & Ride sites on A14 corridor (A14 funding 2013);
improved public transport (rail and road);
extension of guided bus routes;
express commuter coaches

DfT ‘smarter choices’ such as:






workplace travel plans;
community transport;
car share;
safe cycle routes;
improved facilities for cyclists at rail stations/other destinations

EC- BCG - 4Aug2015

ANNEX J
DEFRA, DfT & Treasury - Guidance on Valuing Air Quality Impacts
Environmental management – guidance
Air quality: economic analysis
From:

Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
First published: 9 April 2013 Last updated:12 September 2015, see all updates
Part of:
Air quality and Environmental management
This guide explains how impacts on air quality should be incorporated into a cost
benefit analysis: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/air-quality-economic-analysis

Introduction
Air pollution harms human health and the environment. A conservative estimate for
one type of pollution (particulates) is that it reduces average life expectancy in the
UK by around six months, worth £16 billion a year.
HM Treasury’s Green Book guidance provides the framework for economic
appraisal and evaluation of all Central Government policies, programmes and
projects. In line with its advice, you should reflect air quality impacts in decisionmaking wherever possible. Supplementary Green Book guidance on how to
value changes in air quality is available to help you do this. This web page outlines
the techniques available to government analysts (local or national) that are covered
in more detail in the supplementary guidance.:

DfT (2013) “Understanding and valuing the impacts of transport investment: latest
DfT technical research and next steps in transport appraisal”
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transportappraisal-in-investment- decisions-understanding-and-valuingthe-impacts-of-transport-investment

4. Valuing Environmental and Health Impacts
4.1 Transport has far-reaching impacts on our economy, the environment and how
we live our lives every day. To ensure decision makers have the fullest possible
information, transport appraisal aims to provide a comprehensive picture of the social,
environmental and economic impacts of different options.

4.2 A recent comparison of practice in several countries with well-developed
transport appraisal frameworks noted that many of the key developments in
WebTAG over the last decade have focussed on environmental and health impacts –
like monetisation of greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions, and the physical
activity benefits of walking and cycling – have ensured that our methods continue to
be in line with international best practice.

ANNEX J
DEFRA, DfT & Treasury - Guidance on Valuing Air Quality Impacts
4.3 Given the wide range of environmental and health impacts, there are a wide
range of different methods used to value these impacts in transport appraisal. For
example, noise values draw on evidence of the impact of noise on house prices;
greenhouse gas emission values use prices from the EU Emissions Trading System
and estimates of the costs of meeting Government carbon targets; and values of
health are derived from people’s willingness-to-pay to reduce the risk of accidents,
injuries and death.
4.4 As far as possible, we aim to place an evidence-based value on impacts, where
this is not possible, we take an ‘environmental capital’ approach to qualitatively
assess impacts on biodiversity, the water environment, heritage and other
factors. This involves an assessment of the current environmental resources,
features and characteristics – to establish a baseline level of environmental capital –
and how this will be affected by the option being considered. This approach ensures
that, although they can’t be monetised, factors like impacts on protected species or
the water environment are considered and reflected in our value for money advice.
Working Together on the Methods and Values
4.5 Transport isn’t the only source of environmental impacts; we work closely with
other Departments on how these impacts should be treated in appraisal and to
ensure our methods are up-to-date and reflect the latest evidence.
4.6 Some of the environmental consequences of transport schemes, e.g. on air
quality and noise, ultimately result in impacts on people’s health. There are many
other areas where valuation of health impacts is important; in a transport context
alone we look at changes in the number and severity of accidents and changes
in physical activity from walking and cycling. Therefore we also work closely with
Defra, the Department for Health and others across Government to develop our
approach to valuing health impacts.
Recent Developments in Valuing Environmental and Health Impacts
4.7 In November 2014 we updated our guidance to include the latest
Supplementary Green Book guidance, issued by DECC32, on valuing greenhouse
gas emissions. And in January 2014 we introduced the ‘marginal abatement cost’
method for valuing air quality pollutants where EU limits are exceeded, in line with
the method developed by Defra.
Continuing our Collaborative Work
4.8 Much of the development of our guidance in recent years has focussed on
broadening the scope of appraisal to monetise more environmental and health
impacts. These effects can be either positive or negative but our comprehensive
framework, which ensures that impacts that can’t be monetised are considered in
Value for Money advice, means that decision makers are presented with a full set of
information.

